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ABSTRACT 

II 

Social support has been ainceptiKilized as coping assistance (Thoits, 1986) and facilitated 

reappraisal (Burleson & Goldsmith, 1998). The present Investigation sought to explore 

this coiiceptualixatioE using a facework-feised approach (Goldsmith, 1994a). Specifically, 

the Communication Model of Facework (I<im & .Bowers, 1991) md Burleson's (1985) 

hierarchical model of comfortitig sensitivity were used to create the Face Interaction 

Support Coding Scheme (FISCS). The Communication Model, of Facework is biiiJt on the 

premise that individuals want to be accepted for who they are (fellowsMp face), to be 

respected for their abilities and accomplishments (competence face), and to be allowed the 

freedom to oiake decisions for themselves {autonomy face). The hierarchical model of 

comforting sensitivity assumes tliat comibrting messages tliat are more person-centered, 

rather than position-centered, are often more elfective at meeting the needs of distressed 

persons. The FISCS is intended to assess how person-centered individuals are in. meeting 

their partner's needs for .fellowship, competence and autonomy. In addjtio,n to examining 

facework, this study also .included an. assessment of conversational involvement. Seventy 

couples participated in an inteniction where they discussed a recent stressfiil event being 

experienced by one of the partners. Participants co.mpieted measures of pre-interaction 

appraisals of stressfutoess and controllability, post-interaction appraisa.ls, communication 

satislaction, provider helpfulness, and interaction typicality. Results were antiilyzed using 

the Actor-Partner Interdefiendence Model (Kashy & Kenny, 2000). .Results of the 

analyses revealed that an increased use of fellowship .face was re.lated to pre- and post-
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mteractioii appraisals of problem stresstlilness, BS well as perceptions of conwiuracation 

satisfaction, pfovider .helpfulness, and the typicality of the interaction. The partner's use 

of competence lace was related to increased perceptions of p:rovid,er helpfulness, while 

one's ovm use of autonomy liice was related to perceiving the problem as iess stressful 

following the interaction. Regarding conversational iiwotvemenit, im'olvement ao,d 

pleasantness exhibited opposite partner efiects wt!i cotitrollability: increased partner 

iiwolventent was related to perceiving the problem as more controllable after the 

interaction, while increased partner pleasantness was related to appraising tiie problem as 

more iincontrollabfe. Finally, partner involvement was also related to increased 

communication satisfaction aiid greater perceptions of interaction typicality. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTR()DlJCnON AND RATI€)NALE 

Social support continues to be a widely used variable in social scientific research. 

Much of ftiis usage can i» attributed to the consistent li:ok tetweeii social support aid 

health-related outcomes (Cohen, Cjottlieb, & Underwood, 2000; House, Umterson, & 

Landis, 1988). Decades of research have yielded a rich, array of theoretical iinctetpinniiigs 

to the siipfM,>rt construct (Heifer. Swindle, & ,Duseiibury, 1986; .Lakey & Cohen, 2000; 

Liebennaii, 1986; Scbwai'zer & Leppin, 1991; Shiimaker & Brownell, 1984), Given, this 

diversity, it behooves researchers to spec,tly the particukr conceptaalization guidiBg their 

eflbrts. ,li,i this investigation, the stress and coping paradigm (Laamrus & FoJkiiiao,, 1,984) 

is united with a trmisactional approach to sodai support (Alferedit, Burleson, & 

Goldsmith, 1,994) to derive a coiiceptudizatioii of social support, as messages designed to 

prov,ide coping assistance (Thoits, 1986) and problem reappraisal (Burleso,n & Goldsjuith, 

1998). Insofar as these messages are exclianged in kteractions between support seekers 

and support providers, how these individuals manage their conversation ought to 

contribute to support-related outcomes. An importa,nt aspect of interactton management 

revolves around the ways in which individuals a,d,dress face concerns (Lim & ,Bowe,rs, 

1991). Thus, facework may provid,e an explanatory link between the interaction ami the 

outcomes of that interaction. Accordingly, the first objective of this investigation, i,s to 

derive a fiicework-based approach to understanding social suppo-ft ,inte,ra,ctions. The 

second objective is to link support seeking and provision with ,releva!it outcomes. In 

particular, this investigation, will include a mote detailed amsmmA of problem appraisals. 
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Although many have adopted Tholts' concept of coping assistance, there are few, if any, 

observational studies tliat have examined fx)st-irteractio!i reappTaisiils. In the absence of 

such examinations, core assiimptioiis about tlie paradigm, remain untested. 

Social Support; The Stress and Coping Paradigm 

Stress and Subjective Cognitive Appmisah 

111 order to understand the phenomaion of social support, it is necessary to begin 

with, the concept of stress. Stress is related to a variety of adaptational outcomes in both 

human and non-huniaa species (Baum, 1994; Selye, 1976). One of the most common 

conceptuafations of stress focuses upon stressors. Stressors are defined as 

environmental stimuli, such as threats, losses, or situational constraiats that pose 

challenges and make adaptive demands upon organisms (Coliea, 2000; Wheaton, 1996), 

These stimuli can be Ixirther subdivided into the categories of major life events (e.g., losing 

one's job, pregnancy) and daily hassles (e.g., being held up in traffic, having someone fail 

to appear for an appointment). The general principle, which has received considerable 

empirical support, is that the greater the number of stressors experienced, the greater the 

amount of stress and distress (cf. Cohen, Kessler, & Gordon, 1995). 

According to Richard S. Lazarus (1999), a principal flaw of the stimulus-based 

approach Is its emphasis upon oormatively derived definitions of stressors. Lazarus .has 

'been critical of the stressors approach not because the general principle is invalid, but 

because it leaves out what is of crucial significance lor adaptatiotiai oiilcomes: individual 

diliereiices in the meaning attributed to events. The tiuestioii left unanswered is why two 

individuals tacing the same objective stressor event are difierentklly vulnerable to the 
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effects of stress. Laairus and colleagues' transactioml approach (AJdwin, 1994; l^azcirus, 

1966, 1999; Lazarus & Folkman, 1984) assumes that stress is ttie result of pe.rsoo-

environment transactions. As defined, by ,La:?;arus and Folkman (1984), psychological 

stress is "a particular relationship 'between the person and the etivironment that is 

jippraised by the person as taxing or exceeding his or her resources and endangering his or 

her well-beiBg" (p. 19). 

The key compc^nent that diiferentiates this approach from the stressors approach is 

the emphasis upon subjective cognitive appraisiil Wlien encountering any sitiration, 

individuals must evaluate, or appraise, that situation with respect to their resources and 

their well-being. Two types of appraisals form the cornerstone of the approach: primary 

and secondary. Prima.ry appraisal "has to do with whether or not wtet is happening is 

relevant to one's values, goal commitments, beliefs abo ut self and world, and siluational 

intentions" (Lazarus, 1999, p, 75, italics in, original). If the event does not interfere with 

goal-seeking behavior, it is unlikely to produce a stress reaction. Consider the case of 

pregnancy for a person whose goal is to start a family versus one whose goal is career 

advancement. Although both may face similar challenges, the event itself will likely be 

more stressflil for the ktter than the former. 

Secondary appraisal involves the evaluation of options for dealing with the 

situation (i-azariis & Folkn,)an, 1984). It addresses the qiiestion, wliat resources are 

available to me and how should I set about obtaining them? Secondaiy appraisals are 

influenced by factors associated with both the stressful situation and one's re.«mrces to 

deal with it. .Lazarus (1999) mentions the situational dimensions of novelty-tamiliarity. 
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preclictabilily-uiipredictability, clarity of meankg-aiiibigiiity, and timing as influences upon 

appraisal, Perteps the filctor that lias received the most attention, however, has been 

controMability (Folkimn, 1984; Moos & Schaefer, 1993). Controllability involves the 

"extent to which a person telieves that he or she caii shape or influence a particular 

stressfiil person-environment relatiomhip" (IjKarus & Folknwo, 1984, p. 69). Individuals 

who appraise a situation as amenable to influence are posited to make more active 

attempts to deal with it, relative to those who appraise the event as beyond their control. 

Insofar as this appraisal itseM'interacts with perception of available resowces, 

controllability is a crucial nexus linking secondary appraisal to coping activities. 

Before turning to an examination of coping, however, it may be useful to explicate 

a concept which, io, keeping with the designations of the paradigm, shall be termed tertiary 

appraisal. Tertiary appraisal concerns that subset of resources that must be obtained from 

others. To imderstaid the process, one can imagine a decision tree that begins when the 

person, feces a potentially stressful situation. The event must be appraised with respect to 

relevant goal commitments and well-being. If the event is appraised as not relevant or 

threatening, no further cognitive processes are activated, and no stress reaction aroused. 

If the event is appraised as relevant, secondaiy appraisal processes are put into o|>eratioii. 

At this point, the person is considering various lacets of the event and evaluating existing 

and available resources, ft is likely the case that a portion of those options involves 

resources directly under the person's control. However, it is also likely, given that the 

event has been appraised as taxing or exceeding resources, that the person does not 

possess the necessaiy resources aid must therefore obtain them from others. 
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Thus, if tlie person appraises the situation, as itivolviug the acquisition of needed 

resources from, another, Ite o.r siie now feces the issue of how to a,ctual,ly go about 

obtaining those provisions. The cognitive processes mvofved in that assessment conceni 

social cogixit.ion an,cl social perception, winch ai-e entwined with secoB,da)fy appraisal, but 

concepliially distinct. In otiier words, tertiaiy appraisal is activated in, respoBse to 

secondary appraisal processes, but is specifically concerned with (|oestioiis about who to 

seek out for support and ,how to approa,ch that person in, order to maximze the probability 

of obtaining what is needed, and/or desired, TMs approach is posited to be iiiflueatial in 

affecting how the support provider responds, rendering knowledge of broad initeract,ioii 

nonns as well, a,s partJier-specific coinmunicatioii styles important coinpottents of the 

overall appraisal, process. The reiatioiial nature of tertiary appraisal begins to move the 

paradigm within, the realm of interpersonal comnmuiucation research and an increased 

understanding of social support. 

Coping 

As BQention,ed previously, secondary, and by extension tertiary, appraisal ,is 

intertwined with eftbrts unde.rtake.ii to cope with the stressor. Coping involves the things 

people do to manage events or situations that, based, on appraisal processes, have 

produced a. stress reaction (I..azaras, 1999). Just «is the standard paradigm focuses on two 

appraisal processes, it also focuses on two types of coping: problem-focused and emotion.-

focmed. Problem-lbcused coping iB,voh'es the efforts individuals make to alter the 

situation that is causing the stress. .For exaiiip.le5 if the problem is a perceived fack of 

parentin,g abiftieSj. the pe.rsoii .might take a. class to tr}' and acquire the iiecessar}' skills. 
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Emotion-fbciised coping "is aimed at regulating the emotions tied to the stress situation -

for example, by avoiding tMoking about the threat or reappraising it •••• without clKmging 

the realities of the stressful situation" (Laairas, 1999, p. 114). links have been proposed 

between some of the fectors affecting secondary appraisaJ and forms of coping. I'or 

example, when a situation is oontroUabte, problem-focused forms of coping are posited to 

result ill more positive adaptationaJ outcomes; when the situation is not controllable, 

emotion-fincused coping should be more efficacious. Nonetheless, given that many 

situations are appraised as stress&l precisely because they are not amenable to a quick-fix 

solution, individuals are likely to engage in both problem- and emotion-focused coping 

over the course of dealing with a stressor (I^azarus, 1999; Laarus & Folkman, 1984). 

These efforts may be simultaneous and/or sequential and necessiirily involve reappraisals; 

tliat is, the person must constaotly reassess the magnitude of the stressor in relation to 

ongoing coping activities. Reappraisal becomes a key component influencing whether or 

not the individual, will successfully adapt to the situation. 

I'bus far, coping has been described as an individual activity. Such a position 

reveals the limitations of the psychological approach. Implicit in the concept of tertiary 

appraisal is the recognition that coping often involves other people, who are perceived as 

either possessing material resources relevant to altering the problem or possessing 

interpersonal resources relevant to regulating emotions, Tertia.iy appKiisal underlies this 

form of activity insotar as the nmimer in which the stressed person manages his or her 

relationsliips with others las the potential to eitlier alleviate or exacerbate the stress. In 

other words, if relationships are oot managed competently, resources niay not be 
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Ibrthcomiiig, Thus, obtaining needed provisions is itself an efrortful activity (i.e., a form 

of coping). O'Brien and Del,oagjs (1996) define this i-ictivity of relationship-ibcused 

coping as "modes of coping aimed at managing, regulating, or preserving relationships 

during stress&l periods" (p. 782). EelatioiisMp-tbcused coping, then, is an important area 

of enquiry in, its own right, whether the stressor involves acMevemeiit or interpersonal 

stakes, and problem- or emotion-focused coping. Expanding the focus teyond the 

appraisal and coping efforts of tbe individual to the appraisal and coping efforts of the 

individuals' re,!atio»shtps marks the transition to the realm of social support. 

Conceptualization of Social Support 

It is widely accepted that social support, is a multidimensional construct (,Lakey & 

Cohen, 2000; .Fierce, Sarasoii, Sarason, Joseph, & Itetiderson, 19%). However, one of 

the more i.ttfluential ,formulations of the construct has been Thoits' (1986) 

conceptualization of stucial support as copin,g assist,a,nce. She argues that the essence of 

soc,ial support is 'that others suggest alternative techniques or participate d,irectl,y io, an, 

,iiidividual's coping etTorts, thus supplemeat,ing or reinforcing those eftbrts" (p. 41,9). This 

idea is co,nsistent with the stress and coping paradigm, whe,reby individuals attempt to 

mobilize resources when dealing with stressors, and many of those resources iiivo,lve the 

participation of othe,rs. It is also consistent with etiiiiirical evidence that the receipt of 

support is greater for individuals who are actively coping (Dunkel-Schetter, Folkmati, & 

Lazarus, 1987; Dunkel-Schetter & S.kokan, 1990; Komproe, Rijken. Ros, et al, 1997). 

Thoits argues that the priniiry niecfcmism of supjx>rt is empathic understand,iiig, which 

invo,lves such activitie."? as perspective-taking, validating the feelings and e,fforts of the 
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other, and cotweying acceptance (O'Brien & Del.oiigis, 1996). 

While defining support as coping assistance, one must not lose sight of the co per, 

ft is this individual, ultimately, who iwiisl niaiiage the situation and Ms or iier emotional 

responses to that situation. As Burleson awl Goldsmith (1998) argue, "no one can 

directly alter or modify the appraisals of mother" (p. 258). Their compkmeiitary 

perspective suggests that social support concerns efforts by the provider to ISidlitate 

reappraisal by the distressed other. Recall that reappraisal is an, essential component of the 

coping process if people are ever to fM efficacious regarding their eibrts to manage the 

stressor. Thus, empatliic und,erstaiiding would 'be eiljct,ive to the extent that it en,coiirages 

the distressed person to talk through various solutions to the probtem, or to work through 

emotional reactio,cis. Regard,ing social support as a process, then, what the support 

provider can do ,is offer forms of assistance aimed at solving the problem or regulating 

emot.ions. What the support, seeker must do is evalua.te that input and make the .necessary 

reappraisals of the situation. The alignment between these ideas and the concept of 

relationship-focused coping arises from the expectation that the manner in which the 

relationship is managed aflects the process .itself. 

This brief review of the stress and coping paradigm, with some modification.s, has 

been .D.ecessa:ry for two reasons. First, it lays the groundwork .for an. uiiderstandiog of 

social support.. Social support, involves a person who is attempting to cope with, a 

situation deemed as taxing or exceeding resources, and a partner who is attempting to 

provide coping assistance. It is assumed that how their rektionsbip is managed has 

implications .for whether or not the provider will respond empathically, and whether or not 
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the seeker will reapprai« the situation tesecl on Ikit input. In the next sc*tion, the various 

approaches to stoclying social support will be reviewed to detennine wMch approacli best 

matches tfie coiiceptuafoilion offered here. 

The second purpose of this review has teea, to allow us to differeatiate social 

support from related constructs. The two coastructs that ai^e particularly likely to become 

entangled with social support are relationship nmintenance and relationship conflict. 

Relational nmnlenance involves the routine and strategic things that partners do to ensure 

the stabifily and coiitimiity of their relationships (Dainton & Stail)rd, 1993). As the 

paradigm outlined above suggests, st)ciai support involves the things that partners do to 

assist one another in coping with stressors. For exmiaple, Sarason, Pierce, and Sarason 

(1990) refer to two dliferent senses in which the statement "Would you like to see a movie 

tonight'?" might be made to a partner. As a simple recpcst, the statemeiil might fimction, 

as an example of the mainlenaoce strategy of shared activities. If, however, the partner 

had just failed an, important exam, and the offer was an attempt at distraction, or cheering-

up, it would constitute attempted social support. The context is an :important ingredient 

of the support process, regardless of the .magnitude of the stressor. That is, given that we 

al experience daily hassles and rote slraias, we should expect support, seeking and 

provision to be .fairly comnio.n. .relational, activities. 

Another fkiriy coninon relational activity, con.flicl, involves an incompatibility of 

goals and il can often be stressfiil for both parties (Witniot & Hocker, 2001). 

Diflerentiating conflict from social support .fies in. recogiiiziiig ttiat, in conflict, the source 

of the stress is the partn.er- Pierce, SaKison, Saraso.ii, Joseph, and Henderson (1996, p. 
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can. be more independent; the pareots, on the other hand, relkse on the groimds that they 

want her to team to be self-reliant, Although the situation, is given as an example of the 

way different goals cm lead to different interpretations of siipportiveness, according to the 

formulation offered iiere, the fid that the goals are eonflictiBg renders this a belter 

example of conflict rather than support. Consider that the girl might now seek out a Iriend 

tor assistance in dealing with the situation with her parents, and this friend would be the 

support provider. In sum, then, social support involves one partner dealing with a stressor 

whose source is not the other partner. Although these distinctions nay oien be difficult 

to preserve, it is necessaiy to place l)oiHida;ry conditions around the social support concept 

if theoretical headway is to be made in uaderstaiidiitig its rote in relationships. 

Before turning to an examination of the various approaches to social support, 

however, a general caveat is warranted. The stress and coping paradigm, with its 

emphasis on subjective appraisals, is necessarily heavily cognitive m orientation. It 

presumes, even, if often implicitly, that individuals are predominantly tho ughtful in their 

response to stressful events and situations. That is, it is assiimed that individuals 

recognize that an event is incongraent with goals and commitments, tliat they give 

consideration to at least some subset of the resources available to them, and that they are 

mindfnl of the manner in, which they approach p<>teiitial provi,ders. Such a depiction 

cannot readily account for those {n,stances ,i,n which individuals react with a stress response 

to da:ily hassles that Iiave little bearing upon commitments, or are st,ressed without 

knowing why; .it feciises too tittle attention upon the fa,ct tliat individuals often react 
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mindlessly (Burgoon & L,anger, 1995) to situations, revert iiig to fatniliar coping styles 

rather than, crafting adaptive responses; and, it downplays the fact that individuals' 

commiuiicative eftbrts with others are often employed automatically (Kellenmnn, 1992). 

Additionally, this perspective is ill-suited to explaining those instances in wMcii providers 

respond to another's perceiwd need, bypassing secondaty and tertiary appraisal 

altogether. Thus, although all social support revolves around a stressjM circumstance, not 

all support is sought and provided in a highly thoughtfiil and niind&l manner. The 

purpose of mentionitig this caveat is to clarify the conditioas under which the approach 

'being developed hereiti will be maxinally applicable. Given, that it is rooted in the stress 

and coping paradigm, the present conceptualization is best-suited to those instances in 

which individuals do adopt a more mindfiti approach to support, seeking and provision. 

Approaches to Studying Social Support 

Social Integration Approach 

The earliest approach to studying social support arose from the sociological 

tradition (Durkheim, 1979) and is variously known as the social integration, social ties, or 

social network, approach. Social integration is defined as the presence of and/or 

participation in particular categories of relationships (Brissette, Cohen, & Seeman., 2000; 

Stroebe & Stroebe, 1996). Periiaps the most common method of assessing integration is 

some variant of network analysis. Although networks can be examined for a number of 

diflferent c|ualitles, among the most frequently cited are size (the absolute number of 

people in ai individual's network), density (the degree of interconnectedness between 

people in .'in individmiFs network), and homogeneity/heterogeneity (the "overall 
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composition of type of relatbiisMps in the network," Albrecht, Burleson, & Goldsmith, 

1994, p. 440). Three decades of research have yielded a virtual empirical truism atxjut 

integration (Cohen, Gottlieb, & Underwood, 2000): the presence of social ties promotes 

positive outcomes, particularly physical and psychological health. 

Explanations tor these iniprovemeiit outcomes tend to center around two 

mechanisms, stable identities and social control According to the stable identities 

explanation, social roles provide individuals with a sense of purpose in life (Thoits, 1983). 

Roles give meaning and direction to social activities. Thus, the more aid diverse the roles 

a person, occupies, the greater that person's sense of purpose in living. This meaningfW 

existence is posited to protect individuals from the stress of despair, as well as render them 

less likely to resort to behaviors that endanger health status. According to the social 

control explanation, social roles subject individuals to sets of behavioral expectations. 

Through these expectations, others exert direct and indirect peer pressure upon the 

individual (Berkman, 1984; Ritter, 1988). Thus, the more and diverse the roles a person 

occupies, the greater the likelihood that the role set will include reference groups vt'ho 

promote positive health behaviors and/or sanction negative behaviors. The desire to Jiiltlll 

role expectations is theorized to lead individuals to adhere to these recommendations md 

prescriptions. It should be pointed out that these explatatioas aix^ not mutually exclusive. 

By taking on a role, a perstm may come to identify with a refi«nce group, iiiternaiizing its 

values and goals, which are likely to shape ami guide (i.e., give purpose and direction to) 

subsequeiit beliaviof, It should afe) te mentioned that neither of these explanations deals 

with the pro vision of social supix>rt per se, leaving its role in the process anspeciied. 
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As ciiitlliied by Scliaefer, Coyne, aid Lararus (1981), limitations of the integration 

approach for an analysis of social support can be gleaned from inspection of its two 

primaiy assumptions about the nature of ties. The first assumption is that |»sitive 

outccMties are a linear function of the number of ties an itidivMiial 'possesses (whether iii 

terms of the absolute niimlber 0fti.es or the nionber of diverse types of ties). The second 

assumption is that the mere presence of a particular type of tie or categor>' of relationship 

results in the pro vision of social support. The liroilatioms of these assumptions can. be 

traced by .following tlieia out to theii* logical conclu.sio.ns: to increase the amount of 

suppo.rt a person receives, increase the immber of the person's ties, and/or provide the 

person with a particular type of tie (e.g., a spouse, a cMM). Such recomme;nd.at,ioiJS seem, 

dubious because they o verlook something fuiidameirtal about rektionships -™ that it matters 

who the other is with whom we .have a relationship amd what kind of re.latiofiship it is that 

we have with this other person (Coyne & Bolger, 1990; House, IJmberson, & Landis, 

1988). Addition,ally, several researchers have pointed out that dose relationships are 

sources of stress as well as support (Coyne & DeLoiigis, 1986; Rook, 1984; Tilden & 

Galyen, 1987). 

Ftmctiomii Approach 

The second approach, knovra as the functional approach, is priinrfy psycho.logical 

ill orientatio.n, irt.co.rp0fatiii.g both perceived aiid received support. Perceived support 

includes the telief that oo.e is .lo ved and accepted, as well as the belief that others are 

willing to provide resources when an,d if they are needed (Sarason., Sarason, & Fierce, 

1990; Heller, Swindle, & Dusenbary, 1986). Received support, involves the assessment of 
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reaiurces that .have actually been pro\icied, typically within, a definite time period or w.it.h 

respect to a. defmite stressor (Barrera, Sauidler, & ,Ra.aisay, 1981; Strocbe & Stroe'be, 

1996). What unites these two sub-approaches conceptually is an emphaisis on the 

cogtiitive appraisal of tii,e availabiiity of provisions from specific or generalized others. 

These provisions, tk&% function to help the person in n,eed adapt or adjust to 

e,!ni.vironineiital deniands. .As with social integration, associations Imve been demonstrated 

between, measures of fiin.ction!.a! support and physical and psycholog.ical health (Wills & 

Sliioar, 2000), with some studies finding perceived support, to tie more stro.tigly re,!ated to 

psychological outcomes thao network size (Schaefer, Coyne, & Lazarus, 1981). 

The idea that the fonction of support is to aid and assist the person in. need implies 

tliat, as persons .have different needs in dilfereiit c.ircu»Mstai.ices, there should be distinct 

types of support. AlthougJi the number of types varies, more recent formulations delimit 

five types of support (Cutrona & Suhr, 1992; Wills & Shiiiar, 2000; Xii & .Burleson, 

2001). Emotional support includes expressions of concern., caring, sympathy, and 

a.pproval. Esteem support coD,cems expressions that val,idate the eflbrts and abilities of the 

support seeker, and provide a basis tor positive social comparison. Network support 

"involves generating .feeiiiags of social connection through express.ions that create a sense 

of'beloiiging" (Xii & BurIeso:ifl, 200!, p. 537). Tangible (or imtrmmmiaJ) support 

involves the provision of needed resources, such as money, as well as services, such a-s 

cooking and cleaning, informatmmd support provides information about resources, 

advice, and suggestions about alternative cowses of action (Wills & SMiiar, 2000, p. 89). 

Given, the premise that ditierent types of stressors engender different types of 
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needs, researcliere working within the functional approach, have often, {»sited that the 

benefits of support depend upon, nicitcliiog the ty;pe of support provided to the type needed 

by the recipient (Cohen & Wills, 1985; Cutrona, 1990). For example, if the stressor 

involves the loss of a job, the person may benefit most from ioformatlon about job 

opportimities or tangible assistance. One of the most popular expositions of this 

hypc.>thesis is t,he Optimal Matching Model (OM,M; Cutroea, 1990, J, 996a; CMrona & 

Russell, 1990), According to this model, matching support to need. invo,lves specifica.tioti 

of the aature of the stressor. Generally, the OMM predicts that action-facilitating fonns of 

support (i.e., iofimnatlonaJ, tangible) are most eflective for problems that are controllable, 

involve agentic strivings, and occur in achievement-related domains. On the other hand, 

nurturant support (i.e., emotional, network) is most effective for problems that are not 

controUabiej involve communal strivings, and occur in relationship-related domains (cf. 

Horowitz et al, 2001). Empirical support for these hypotheses is inconc.lusive, but tends 

to favor t.be instrumental support prediction. For e,xatnple, Cutrona and Suhr (1992) 

found that individuals who were able to control their situation were less satisfied when 

the'u" spou.ses offered informational support. Emotional support was appreciated 

regardless of degree of controllability. Collins and Feeney (2000) found t.hat individual,s 

who engaged In more instrumental support seeking received more instrumental support, 

wherea.s those who engaged in more eniotiona.1 support seeking received both emotional 

and instrumental support. In a. critical assessment of matching niiod,eIs, Goldsmith (1994b) 

argued tlia.t inconclusive .fitidaigs inay te indicative of problems with the t>,rniuIation .Itself. 

That is, the e.xtent to which a problem is co.ntrollaMe .may often be negotiated rheto.rica..lly 
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by the parties to m interactioti. What is missing Ironi matcMng models Is an appreciation 

for the manner in, which support seekers cominutticate their needs find providers 

coniraimicate their attempts to render assistance. 

There are a number of interrefeted iiinitations associated with the functional 

approach. First, by "aignitizing" social support (Coyne & DeLongis, 1986), the 

perspective sutlers from all the shortcomings of receiver-oriented approaches, whereby 

interpretation becomes the enterioo by which behaviors are evaluated. The result is tlM 

the process of support negotiation is confounded with the outcomes of that process. As 

Goldsmith (1992) has point out, "supportive" is an. assessment of an interaction or 

particular behavior, while "helpful" refers to an outcome assessment. So, when a person 

reports feeling loved or valued, ttett evaluation is the outcome of, presumably, a history of 

supportive interactions with specific others (Pierce, Sarason, Sarasoii, Joseph, & 

Henderson, 1996), Clearly, however, not all interactions are supportive (Shinn, Lehmann, 

& Wong, 1984). Lehman and HempluU (1990), for example, found that multiple sclerosis 

patients were able to recall unsupportive comments made by others, yet the patients often 

made benign attributions, citing lack of knowledge on the part, of the other or claiming 

that the other was trying to be helpful Additionally, if a distressed person is having a 

number of inteRictioiis with a number of people trying to help, it may be difficult to 

pinpoint which particular person or interaction contributed the .roost to a favorable 

outcome. In such cases, perceptions of supportiveness may var>' with fiivorsibleness of the 

outco.me. This problem will be magnified to the e.xtent that target persom are asked about 

generalized others and/or generalized stressors. 



SecxmcL defining ;f)erceivetl support as the perception that others care alxnit one 

and will meet one's needs renders the constmct somewhat redundant with, certaio 

personality characteristics (Sarason, Pierce, & SarasoB, 1990; Scliwamr & Leppiii, 

1991). Mo.re specifically, Sarason, Pierce, aiid Sarason define the sense of st>cial support 

as "a stable characteristic related to perceptions of support avaiiability and a propensity to 

interpret belia.viors as supportive" (p. 99), and refer to this sense as a personality 

disposition. On tlie one hand, this disposition is likely to bias perceptions, favorably in, the 

case of those with, a strong sense of support:, and negatively :for those with a low sense of 

support,. This may be especially the case where the situation is ambiguous {.Lakey, 

Moineau, & Drew, 1992). On the other hand, the seme of support, as a disposition, can 

be ,likened to an indiwdttal coping resource, ,ratlier than a relational coping resource. 

TIIMS, individuals who perceive that others are available nay respo,i,id more constructively, 

eliminating the stressor altogether or reducing its impact tliroiigli their own efibrts 

(Komproe, „R:tjkeii, Ros, et al., 1997). Parad,oxically, such individuals niay therefore have 

less need to draw u,pon, the resources avaiiabie ia the network, even though they have 

bett'er skills lor e,licit,!ng support from others. 

Third, functional approaches tend to neglect the provider of suppo.rt, (Du:,fiy, 1993; 

Perrine, 1993). Two implications Ibliow from, this. First, we do not know enough about 

the appraisals of providers. This is a paiticularly germane issue when, conceptualiEing 

social support within a framework of relatioiisMp-fociised coping and coping assistance. 

The quafity of assistance is likely to depend upon the providers' evaluations of the 

magnitude of the stressor, the partner's current coping efforts, aid the partner's ability to 
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control the situation (Barbee, Giilley, & Cumtiiiigham, 1990; Dunkel-Schetter & Skokan, 

1990). Trobst, Collins, a3id Eiiibree (1994) fomid that confederates who disptoyed more 

emotional distress received more support, iaid were viewed more favorably, than 

confederates adopting a more reserved demeanor. A likely expkiialion for this finding is 

that evident distress was a reliable one that providers used to tailor their responses. 

Second, the sup;port needs of the provider are neglected. EmpatMc understanding, just 

"•being there," may be a potent source of coping assistance (Thoits, 19S6), but it may often 

be less satisfynig lor providers who desire to be lielpM Pen'iiie (1993) found that 

providers who engaged in problem-solving felt they had been more helpful than those who 

used listening; further, problem-solvers were less angry and sad than listeners when 

confederates exhibited no signs of improvement in response to provider behaviors. 

Additionally, providers have problems of their own and their appraisals of their own 

problems might influence what they can or are able to give. For example, a provider may 

acknowleclge that the partner's situation is stressful, but not as stressful as his or her own 

problem. Thus, the act of giving support is not sufficiently problenmtiz^d to allow a 

determination of what is most "coiisequential" (House, Umberson, & Landis, 1988) to the 

parties of a supportive interaction. 

Trmsactkmai Approach 

The tran.sactjotial approach (Albrecht, Burleson, & GoMsmitli, 1994) locates the 

provision and acceptance of supportive tehavlors in the interactions between individuals. 

This approach lias the potential to augment our understanding of social support by 

addressing several limitations of the previous approaches, including focusing on specific 
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interactions between individuals who stand in some definite relationship to one another, 

focusing on messages rather than just perceptions and recalled behaviors, and separating 

the process of support negotiation, from, the o utcomes of that process. Different 

definitions MghligM vaiious aspects of this approach. Shiiniaker and fkownell {1984) 

defined social support as "an exchange of resources tetween at least two indi\iduals 

perceived by the provider or the recipleirt to be intended to enhance the well-being of the 

recipient" (p. 13, italics omitted). Hupcey (1998) identified support as "a well-intentioned 

action that is given, willingly to a person with whom there is a personal relationship and 

that prod.uces an immediate or delayed positive response in, the recipient" (p. 313). 

Finally, Goldsmith (1994a) deined supportive commimication as "a category of speech 

acts and events that are culturjiily recognized as intending to convey assistance" (p 35). 

Three things can be gleaned by compar,ing these definitions. F,irst, there is an, 

emphasis on o bservable behaviors, in,iplicit in plirases such as "exchange of resources," 

"action that is given willingly," and "category of speech acts." Although it is plausible to 

adopt a transactional approach by comparing self-reports of both provider and recipient 

(cf ,Vin,oku,r, Schul, & Caplaii, 1987), this approach will be maxjinally effective when, 

bekiviors are examined fro,ni actual iiitera,ctions. Second, there is an emphasis on 

distinguishing between the i,nteract,ion, the evaluation of the interaction, and the outcome 

of the interaction. With respect to evaluations, GoMsmith, McDermott. and Alexander 

(2000) fbiiiid that helpfulness, reflecting a,djeclives such as knowledgeable, usefol, and 

generous, was an important criteria. From a relational perspective, interaction satisfaction 

may also he important variable to con,sider (Hecht, 1978). Perhaps the pivotal outcome of 
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any siip{X3rrtive interaction, however, centers around reappraisals of the problem (Burleson 

& Goldsmith, 1998). In a study by BIppiis (2001), emt)owerment and cessation of 

rumkation atout the problem emerged as outcomes of comforting attempts. Both are 

consistent with the Idea of reappraisal; that, on the basis of obtaiBing support, the seeker 

feels empowered to handle the situation, and Is no longer contimioiisly thinking about the 

problem. 

Third, all three definitions MgHight the importance of provider intmtums. It has 

previously been asserted that social support begins with a person who is attempting to 

cope with a stressful event and Is attempting to enlist others toward that end. It is these 

others who will provide the coping assistance that may result m reappraisal. Therefore, 

the intentions of providers are of the utmost significance. However, intentions can be 

difficult to infer from observable behavior, and sender perspectives suffer from a 

complementary problem to receiver approaches: support is whatever is intended to be 

supportive. 

Adopting a message perspective is one way to avoid the pitfalls of approaches that 

privilege the sender, as well as ensuring a focus on observable behaviors. A message 

perspective focuses upon a community of shared meanings. That is, within a social group, 

certain messiges should have consensualty recognized meanings, be topically sent with 

intent, and typically .interpreted tis meaniiigful (Albrecht & Adete»n, 1987; Burgoon, 

Bulter, & Woodall, 19%). Within this perspective, it should still be possible to arrange 

messages liieKii'cbiciiIly, At one end of this an'angement would Iw messages whose Intent 

to be supportive is more ambiguous. A mimber of platitudes and trite expressions might 
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IMl here, such, as "It'll be okay," or "I know you'll pull through tHs." It could not be 

completely ruled out that the prowder may genukely iotend these expressions to bc^ 

helpful, but many receivers might find them dissatisfyitig. At the other end would be those 

messages where the mtent to provide coping assistance is clear. For example, many of the 

tehavlors identified by Dakof ami Taylor's (1990) caiicer patients, such as expressiom of 

concern or calm acceptance, exiiibit clear iatentioiiality. AdditioniaUy, the foctts on, 

messages need not be restxicted to the verbal. Notwerbal messages are an important, cmd 

imderstudied, aspect of supportive transactions. In fact, empathic responding involves a 

host of noiwerbal cues tfeit signal involvement and positive affect, such as itmnediacy, eye 

contact, smiting, an,d touch. 

Commiiments of a Tmnsactmmd Approach to Studying Social Support 

Of the three approaches to studying social support outlined here, the tratisactio:Da! 

approach, is the most consoo,ant with the conceptualization of support as assistance in 

coping and lacilitatioii of problem, rea ppraisal. In, adopting this approach, then, it 

behooves us to understand what is required by this commitment. Reis and Collins (2000) 

oiitliBed two assumptions of the i,o,teractioiiiaJ, approach. The first is that "because social 

support necessarily de|>ends on the be,lTavior of two persons (i.e., a donor and a recipient), 

interaction, rather than |)erceptiom by soMtaiy individuals, should serve as the focus of the 

investigation" (p. 166). The second assi«nptio,n. is that self-,reports, even atout 

interactions, are iiiislead,ing due to self-report Mas and tek of attention to poteiit,ialIy 

•important aspects of the support interactio,!),. Taken together, these assuiiiptioas argue for 

observational studies. Reis and Colitis have farther delineated tliree components of the 
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typical observational study; 1) a support-relevant context is creattxi, usually by either 

experimetitaily mdiicing stress or askiag one person to focus on a stressful situation: 2) 

paiticipaats engage in a "oormal" interaction for a standardized period of time; 3) the 

•interactiom are analyzed by trained coders using a structured coding scheme. 

However, two potenliaily Umiling assumptiom inhere within observatioiwil studies 

(Reis & ColEiis, 2000). First, it is assumed that the behaviors engaged iii during the 

interaction are theiBselves typical, that they represent how the partaers would act in a 

more informal, private setting. The problem here is tliat the novelty of the research setting 

is likely to make individuals more mindful of their interactiou behavior. The resultant 

difficulty concerns the possibility of disentangling automatic patterns of communicating 

from those enacted with delberation and thoiighttiilriess, especially when behavior is 

sampled only once. Second, it is also assumed that coders can assign relevant meanings to 

the verbal and nonverbal messages being exchanged. Reis and Collins contend that the 

predictive power of observational studies argues for the reasonableness of the 

assumptions, but they are limiting nonetheless. Despite these limitations and the 

cliallenges they present, the interactional approach is best suited to examining supportive 

commimication as it unfolds interactionally. In the next section, a number of existing 

coding schemes will be examined with an eye toward their strengths and weaknesses. 

Social Support Coding Systems 

The number of coding schemes fi>r examining social support interactions might be 

as miiiaeroos as the number of observational studies. Following Rei.s and Collins (2000), 

however, four schemes will te examined: the Social Support Behavior Code (SSBC; 
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Ciitroua & Sulir, 1^)92); the Social Support Iirteraction. Coding System (SSICS; Bradbury 

& Pasc^h, 1994); the Interactive Coping aiid Support Activation Behavior Coding Systems 

(ICBCS and SABCS; Barliee & CiiiMiiigham, 1995); and, the HierarcMca! Coding System 

tor Sensitivity of Comforting Messages (Burlesoo, 1985). The principal focus of this 

review is the theoceticaJ grounding aiid method of coding for each of these systems. 

Additional information regarding how each scheme is employed can be Ibiind in. Reis and 

Collins. 

Although the SSBC (Ciitrona & Suhr, 1992; Suhr, 1990) is not explicitly theory 

driven, it is grounded in Weiss' (1974) notion of the provisions of relationships. Weiss 

argued that different types of relatiomhips provide different kinds of social provisions, and 

therefore, to nmintain a state of positive mental health, individuals must possess a variety 

of relationships. Based primarily on qualitative reseai'ch, Weiss outlined six basic 

provisions, five of which involve tilings that are obtained from others: Attachment, 

reassurance of worth, reliable alliance, guidance, and social mtegration. These provisions 

map closely onto the types of social support which figure prominently within the 

functional approach: Emotional support; esteem support, tangMe support, informational 

support, and network support, respectively. Early versions of the SSBC (Cutrona & Suhr, 

1992,1994) contained 23 behaviors organized into the five types of support mentioned 

previously. The speciic behaviors were obtained by reviewing existing self-report 

measures of received support and a pilot st udy involving married individuals and 

undergraduate stiidents {Cutrona, Suhr, MacFarlane, 1990). A single item, measured the 

nonverbal behavior of physical affection and was incorporated under emotional support. 
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More recent versions oftJie SSBC have eliniiimtecl the Social Network Support category 

due to its low rate of occurrence and teve added a category of negative behaviors, 

iaclydkg such behaviors as inteiTupting, compkiifmg, and criticism (Cutrona, 1996b; 

Cutrona, Hessliiig, & Siihr, 1997). Coders rate the frequency of occurrence of the various 

Mhawors from videotapes. 

The SSICS (Bradbury & Pasch, 1994; Pasch & Bradbury, 1998) is derived from,, a 

social learning model of miirriage. The key tenet of this model is tliat the behaviors 

pfutners exchange are pivotal m determining their satisfection,. Positive behaviors are 

rewarding and result in more positive evaluations of the relationship; negative behaviors 

are punishing and lead to decreased satisfaction. As with the SSBC, specific items for the 

coding is^stem were derived from a review of the literature and group discussions (Pasch, 

Bra,dbury, & Sullivan, 1997). There are six, categories of ,he,lper behaviors: positive 

emotional (emotional and esteem support), positive instrumental (tangible and 

infommt,iona,I support), positive other (positive 'behaviors which do not fell into the first 

tv^o categories), negative (e.g., criticism, blame, unhelpful advice), and off-task 

(discussion, of matters not relevant to the problem under disc«ssio,n). The three positive 

behavior codes have usually been collapsed i,nto a single category of positive behaviors. 

The SSI.CS also inc,ludes four categories of helpee behaviors: positive (such as offering 

clear atiia,Iysis of the proMera, expressing feelings, asking for help in a useful way), 

negative (demanding help, crit,icizing or blaming the helper, wWm'ng), neutral, and o,ff-

tas,k.. ,Ijiteraction,s are tra.iiscribed and t,h,m coders ass'lgn each speaking turn to one of the 

categories, which are then simined. 
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Tlie ICBCS and the SABCS (Barbee, 1990: Barbee & Guiiningiiam, 1995) were 

developed for the support provider and siip}3o:rt seeker, restwtively. Theoretically, these 

s>'stems are rooted ia the stress and coping paradigm. The ICBCS was created by 

crossing two dimensions: the Lazarus and Folkiiiaii (1984) distkictioii between probiem-

focused and emotioii-tbciisa! coping and the Rotli. and Cotien, (1986) distinction between, 

approach, and avoidance. The resultant typology iEclydes the categories of solve 

(probiein-focused/approadi), solace (emofioii-fbcused/approacli). disiniss (proHem-

focEsed/avoid) and escape (emotion-foe used/avoid). A similar logic was iise-d to create 

the SABCS, altliough., m this case, the dittiensioiis iuclude direct and indirect support 

seeking crossed with verba! and nonverbal beliavlors. The four categories of this system 

are ask (direct/verbal), ciy/iKiiit (direct/nonverbal), liint/complaiii (iiid'irect/verbal), and 

sigh/sulk/fidget (indirect/nonverbal). For the ICBCS, the number of items per category 

ranges from six to eight; for the SABCS, the number is .six to tea As described by Barbee 

and Ciinniiigiiain. (1995), coders use a tally system, to code each complete thought. 

(However, see Coffins and Feetiey, 2000, for use of a modified versio,n of these coding 

systems). 

T,tj.e Hierarchical Coding System fo,r Sensitivity of Comfortiag ]VI,essages 

(Buiieso,a, 1985; Burleson & Samter, 1985), as its iiame implies, was deve,loped to assess 

the sophistication of comforting ,messages. The codiiig system builds upon Applegate's 

(19S0) developiiieiit of FJerstein's (197,5) distinction between fiersoaal a.fid pt>sitional 

speech. Persotia.1 speech Is tailored to the inner ex,perieiices of the addressee, while 

positional speech is more role-or!,eiiled. Accordingly, the coding system is ,Me,rarcMcally 
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organized into three major levels of sophistication (denial of feelings, recognition of 

feeliogs, elaboration of feelings), with each major level containing three sub-levels. As 

one moves across the levels, comforting messages become more listener-centered, more 

evaliiatively neutral, more feeling-centered, more accepting of the other's distress, and 

more c-ogeitively oriented in their explamtion of the other's feelings {Burlesoii, 1990). In 

an interactional, study (Burleson, & Sainter, 1985), interactions were transcribed. 

M,essa,ges in the coinfo,rtiiig catego,ry were subsequently coded into one of the three 

major-level codes. 

Even though these codio,g systems contain a number of ove,rIappitig behavioral 

items (cf. Miczo, 2003, p. 482), each approaches the social support interaction from a 

d,itrerent theo,retical perspective. Before comparing these perspectives, it may prove 

efficac,ioii,s to delineate the requirements of a suitable cod,ing system. When working 

within an interactional approach to social support, two things about interpersonal 

interactions must be .kept in mind. First, all .interactions have a content and relational level 

(Watzlawick, Bavelas, & Jackson, 1967), wherein interactants are pursuing both primary 

and secondary goals (Dil„lard, Segrin, & Harden, 1989). This is the essence of the idea of 

reMionship-,focused coping; that is, .individuals must not neglect the relational level in the 

mobilization and provision of coping assistance, and, the manner in. which the re.lat,ionship 

is imnaged is likely to aflect outcomes no less than the .resources that have actually been, 

exchanged. Second, when intera.cting about a stressful event or situation, individua.ls wit! 

likely oscillate between talking about the problem, and talking ak>wt feelings engendered 

by the problem. These two ideas frame aiiy attempt to devise a coding system, that will be 
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maximally applicable to siip|X)rt interaclloiis. 

Additional criteria center afoiind the organiziition luid seleclion of the actual 

behavioral items. One, the coding system should be theoretically driven. Moreover, it 

slioiiM preferably be guided by a theory of social interactioa Such a system should allow 

for a meaiifiigfii! organization of positive and negative behaviors. Two, the behaviors of 

both partners should be examined. Three, behaviors should be treated coirtinuoiisly rather 

than, categorically. When specilic behaviors are the focal pt)int (e.g., Maone & Zaiitra, 

1989), then frequency counts of those behaviors are well suited to the task. However, 

finding that the number of tangible or emotional behaviors predicts some outcome, such as 

supportiveness, results in the same logical conclusion as the social integration approach; 

To increase perceptions of supportiveness, itierease the niiraber of emotional supp(>rt 

beliaviors enaeted. Given the sMarity in logic, the same criticism might apply to this 

conclusion as well. Such an approach reveals little about how or why the frequency of 

some behavior results in a partieiiiar outcome. Findly, nonverbal behaviors should be 

more fiilly .integrated with the the verbal component of the interaction. Given that many 

supportive acts clearly imply a degree of involvement and positive affect, the question is 

raised as to whether, or how much, of the outcome of aoy siipportive interaction is 

attributable to the nonverbal behaviors enacted by the partners, rather than the verbal. 

With these criteria in mind, it is evident that the existing coding systems are 

wanting in one way or another. The SSBC (Cutiona & Siihr, 1992; Suhr, 1990) lacks a 

strong theoretical foundation, negative and positive beteviors are not meaningfully 

organized, both partners are not included, fi-eqiiency counts are employed, and a single 



nonverbal item Is incorporated with the vertel items of emotional support. The SSICS 

(Bradbury & Pasch, 1994; PascJi & Bradbury, 1998) is guided by a tlieo:ry of interaction. 

In this case, though, the theory may be a bit too nebulous to capture what is iiiiique about 

social support. In other words, the prediction that positive behaviors result ib, increased 

satisfaction may not be exactly tautological, but it is also a broad interactional statement, 

likely applicable to relational maintenance and conflict mteractioiis as well as social 

support interactions. Additionally, positive atid negative behaviors are not orgmized in, 

relation to one another, frequency counts are employed, arid the use of transcripts 

precludes a consideration, of nonverbal be,h,aviors. The ICBCS and SABCS (Barbee, 

1990; Barbee & Ctmniiigham, 1995) were developed out of the stress and coping 

paradigm. Som,ewliat curiously, perhaps, the d,imensions crossed to create the provider 

coding schen,ie were different from the ones used to create the seeker coding scheme (see 

Goldsmith, 1995, tor a more detailed critical analysis of these systems). The schemes 

combine verbal and nonverbal behav,iors, although they have been used l»th categorica.lly 

(Barbee & Cunningham, 1995) and continuously (Collins & Feeney, 2000). The 

Hierarchical Coding System for Sensitivity of Comforting Messages (Burleson, 1985; 

Burleson & Samter, 1985) is guided by a solid theoretical tbundation as to why certain 

,forms of emot.ioiml support (i.e., '•'com,foi,ting messages," Burleson, 1990) are eftective. 

This foundation allows for a meaninglM o,rganizatioii of positive and negative be,hav,iors. 

For example, the negative {»ha,vio,r, "Speaker condemns the feelings of the other," is 

meaningfully orga3!i,!2ed with respect to the positive behavior, "Speaker provides an 

e,laborated acknowledgment and explanation of the other's ,feelings." However, the 
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coding system Is fiiniled in betag focused only on one ty|)e of swp|X)rt, only on the 

pro\'ider of support, and only on the verbal component of the interaction. Further, it has 

been used in only a limited way in observational studies (see Burleson & Samter, 1985). 

The purpose of this brief review of existing coding systems has not been to devalue 

the relevance and importance of studies using these schemes. The paucity of observational 

research argues against such an Inteqjretatioii. By the same token, advancement of our 

understanding of the construct depends upon an ongoing Interplay between theoretical 

formwiation a«d metliodological reimeiiient. As Sarason, Sarasoii, and Pierce (1990) 

phrased it, "Ideally, how social support, is assessed should grow out of how it is 

conceptualized" (p. 134). As conceptualized here, social support is something that is 

sought and provided iiiteractionaily. This argues in favor of observational studies; thus, 

assesskg these interactions should grow out of a theory of social interacting. Such a 

theory should do more than apply categories derived from the functional approach to 

supportive interactions. Rather, it should provide an explanation for why and how 

particiiiar coinmiinications result in outcomes such as reappraisal, perceived helpfufcess, 

and interaction satisfaction (Goidsmitli, 1995). In the next section, such a theory is 

presented.. 

Facework as a Theoretical Framework, for Supportive Cominunication 

Diiemmm of Support 

From a relational pei'spective, supportive interactions can l?e proMemKitic for 'both 

the seeker and the provider. .Many comoieiitators have refe.rred to these proWeinatic.s as 

dilenimiis of support (AlhrecM & Adelnian, !9§7; Coyiie, Elkrd, & Smith, 1990: 



Goldsmith & Parks, 1990). Many of these dilemmas center around impression 

mamgemenl concerns. For the seeker, these concerns stem from two sources. On the 

one hand, for a seeker to approach a potential sup{K>rter, it is assumed that the seeker has 

already iimde an appraisal that the situation has taxed or exceeded existing resources. 

Thus, the seeker is in, need and this can create feelings of being in a more powerless, or 

dependent, position. The dilemma involves how to obtain the needed assistance without 

feeling ttiat one is completely at the mercy of the provider. On the other hand, the 

revehtion, of tlie situation may involve a riegative seif-disclosure. That is, the situation 

may involve the seeker disclosing uttdesiraMe information about the self (Holtgraves, 

1992). Such information may focus on the problem, cis in lettmg the other know that one 

has lost a job or tailed an exam, or it may focus on emotional reactioas, as in revealing 

excessive distress over the situation. This dilemma involves how to discuss the problem 

without alienating a ;potential supporter (i. e., without causing the supporter to desire to 

distance himself or herself .from the distressed other). Lane and HoWbil (1992), for 

example , found that increased sjnmptoms and greater perceived loss of resources resulted 

ill. more anger among patients; in turn, their anger was positively related to anger in 

support prowlers. Thus, these two dilemmas aflect how the distressed person goes about 

seeking support. An additional concern is how to respond to assistance once it is 

proffered. Seekers face a. dilemma centering iaround the need to evaluate assistance 

without feeling constrained to accept it exjictly as it was intended. 

Potential support. p.rovide.rs face dilemmas of their own a,risieg !ro.m the 

interactional context. One d.ilenraa for providers concerns t.he degree of involvement 



necessitated by the situation. Providers who become true collaborators in the coping 

process (e.g., "corniminal copers," Lyons, Mickelson, Sullivan, & Coyne, 1998) risk 

contagion effects and ovefinvolvement, particiiiarly as the magnitude of the stressor 

increases. Ascertaining what the seeker desires frorn. the provider is essentifil to fostering 

a positive impression of helpMness. In the Trobst, Collins, and Emree (1994) study, fm 

example, the low-distress confederate, who "spoke m a calm, quiet, voice" (p. 53), may 

have been rated less favorably because it was less clear what the confederate needed or 

wanted, particiibrfy as this person was a stranger. A second ditemiiia. tor the provider 

involves the possibility of having proffered tbrms of support: rejected by the seeker. For 

example, ROSCB., Mickler, and Collins (1987) found confederates who rejected 

participOTts' oilers of help were evaluated more negatively. Further, rejected participjmts 

experienced more negative affect and made more negative eharacterological attributions 

about the confederate. These results cottfomi with those of Perrine (1993), who found 

that participants who provided emotional support to a distressed confederate experienced 

more negative affect when that person displayed no signs of improvement (interpreted 

here as a rejecting response). Finally, providers also face a dilemma centered around the 

need to provide assistance without feeling constrained to do so. 

It is evident that these dilemnuis of support are, to a large degree, interdependent. 

The pro\ider is in a position to let the seeker know that concerns a,l»ut dependence are 

groundless, and tliat he or she has not teen put off by heiiriiig ab<)ut the seeker's problem. 

The seeker can let the provider know how much involvement is needed or desired, and 

that his or her attempts to Ik supportive are, at the veiy least, appreciated. Both 
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kteractaiits must also negotiate the issue of constrakt, allowing each other freedom of 

action, wMle accomplishin-g objectives. These concerns are the essence of rebtionship-

focused coping, the maiiageoiert. of the relationship in. the midst of mamging a stressor. 

Uflderstandiiig how partners navigate these dileriimas requires a message-centered 

perspective that "shifts attention from the prese.oce/abseiiice of fi-equency of support to 

quality aid effectiveness" (GoMsniitli, '1994b, p. 13). The next section will defiie the 

concept of lacework, and briefly review both Po.liteoess Theor>' (BrovMi & Leviiison, 

1987) and the ConmiuiMcattoa, Mode.1 of .Facework (Lim & Bowers, .1,991). .After briefly 

de.scribing C3olds,mith's (1992, i994a) application of Po,liteness T,beor>'' to supportive 

communication, the Coii«tiurttcat!o.n Model of Facework will be ofieral as a theorj' of 

interaction well-suited to explaining the exchange of messages in support ive interactions. 

This is followed by a consideration of the role of nonverbal comraunicat,ion in the support 

process. 

Facework Defined 

Face refers to the social Identity that people display duriog interaction (Cupach & 

Metis, 1.994; Tracy, 1990). la his classic writing on the subject, GofBnan (1967) defined 

face as "the positive social value a ;person effectively claims for him.self by the line others 

assume he lias taken during a particular co,titacf' (p. 5), where a "line" comprises the 

coinbinatiott of verkil aod nonverbal acts others might draw upon to form the assumption. 

This definition, however, is bounded by two qualifications (Holtgraves, 1992). First, face 

is not the same thing as a situated identity, such as be!n.g intelligent, cafin.g, w.itty, etc. 

Rather, face concerns how that identity i$ expressed during interaction. Second, lace does 



not reside in individuals, but; in 'the flow of events in the encounter" (Goiimn, 1967, p. 

7). Face is not an objective of iriteractloii, but a preconclilioti for interaction as we know it 

to occur. Facewofk, then, is deioeci as ttie commuiiicatioiis designed to create, support, 

enliaEce, or chaMenge these iateractionaJ identities. Goffinaa (1967) .likened the study of 

facework to the study of the "trailc rules of social interaction" (p. 12). Tlius, fecework 

addresses the kaw of interaction, but not the why of interaction.. 

Poiiteness Theory 

.Politeness theory (Brown & Levioson, 1.987) rep.resents one of the first .major 

eflforts to take the ideas of Gofinan and fit ibem to a theoretical, testable form. The 

theory assumes that, as rational actors, individuals typically cooperate in siippoiliiig each 

others' fece wants m the most efficient means of accomplishing .interaction goals. 

According to the theory, ever}' social actor iias two basic types of ik:e wants: negative 

face and positive face. Negative face refers to 'the want of every 'competent a.dii.lt 

member' that Ms actions 'be iittimpeded. by others" (p. 62). People want to have the 

freedom of action and control over important outcomes that affect their lives. Positive 

fiice is the 'Vant of every member that his wants be d.esiraWe to at .least .soD.ie others" (p. 

62). That is, people want others to support their goals, aspirations, ambitions, and 

endeavors. Positive feice can refer to present recognition of past ac.Meveinients, as well, as 

iiiaterial and riori-,niaterial objects. Further, support is typically desired from an other who 

tias some signiicance to the actor's life. 

Acts which violate the face waols of either a hearer or speaker are termed face-

threatening acts (FTAs), Po.liteaess refers to attempts by the speaker to minimize the lace 
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threat inlierent in certain acts. Browii and Leviiisijn (1987) iirgued -for live 

superstrategies, ordered in a hierarchy of resort from the most polite to the least polite: (1) 

the speaker can, choose not to commit the FT A, a strategy most likely to be used when the 

threat is exceedingly high; (2) the speaker can do the FT A off-record, that is, perform the 

act in a vagwe or ambiguous manoer that can be interpreted raultiple ways; (3) the speaker 

can use negative politeness strategies, such as hedges, reasons, or apologies, which 

address the hearer's negative fece needs and attempt to miniffrize the imposition of the act; 

(4) the speaker can, use positive politeness strategies, such as exaggerated interest in the 

other, slang, jokes, or proimses, which address the hearer's positive face needs by treating 

the hearer as a familiar; or, (5) the speaker can, do the FTA baldly oi.i-reco,rd, a strategy 

usually reserved for emergency s,ituatioiiis. In this hierarchy, positive politeness is ran,ked 

as ,tess polite than negative politeness because it assumes a ,fam!liarity the hearer may not 

,reciprocate. Finally, the theory proposes that as the threat to the hearer's lace increases, 

speakers should employ more 'polite superstrategies. 

The theoiy also attempts to specify some of the varia,b!es associated with 

determining the degree of face threat Inherent io a given act. Three sociological varia,Mes 

are implicated; (1) the social distance, or familiar,ity, between the speak,er and the hearer; 

(2) the power of the hearer over the speaker; and, (3) the cultu-re-specific absolute rank 

order of the im{x>sition,. 'Ilje degree of face threat, then, is an additive fiinction of these 

three variables. Thus, the greater the distance between social actors, the more powerfiil 

the hearer, and the more imposing the ac-t, the more likely it is that the speaker should 

employ a more {x>,lite superstrategy. 
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Although ;pol!teiiess theoiy lias generated a great deal of research, ft has also been 

subject to numerous criticisms and reformulations. In this section, two theoretical and 

two empiiical criticisms will be Mghiighted, First, it has been, argued that in focusing on 

politeness, or the attempts by a speaker to mitigate the face threat to a hearer, the theory 

has moved away from the broader idea offecework (Liiii & Bowers, 1991; Penman, i990; 

Wood & Kroger, 1994). For example, the theory aamot adequately deal with situations 

.where a spea.ker atteiiipts to aggravate tk;e wants. Second, it has been Jirgued that the 

focus on single strategies to mitigate FTAs ignores the mwltifimctionality of facework. 

(Urn, 1990; .Penman, 1990; Wood & Kroger, 1994). Many statements, as well as many 

interactions, may threaten positive and negative lace and thus, would demand multiple 

stra.tegies. Meier (1995) argued that polite.ness should be redefined as appropriateness, 

while Trees and Manusov (1998) suggested that the appropriateness of the strategy 

relative to the face threat .may be more important than the absolute politeness of the 

strategy. 

On the empirical, level, it has been argued that politeness focuses on FTAs relevant 

to the hearer, to the virtual exclusion of acts that threaten the speaker's .face (Meier, 1995; 

.Pemmn, 1990; Wood & Kroger, 1994). Much of the research using the tlwry, in .line 

with the definition of politeness, kis focused on. orders and request,s, to the exclusion of 

other forms of speecL .Finally, it has been argued that the theory focuses on single 

utterances taken out of context, to the exclusion of longer segments to talk, as well as to 

the exclusion of how nonverbal communication may operate as poiileness (Amkidy, .K.oo, 

Lee, & Rosenthal, 1996; Holtgraves, 1992; Penman, 1990; Trees & Manusov, 1998), 
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The Communication Mode! o/Facework 

The Comiminication Model of Facework (CMF) proposed by Lim and Bowers 

(199!) retaim the idea of face as want but divides positive face into two types, resulting in 

three distinct types of iltce wants. Fellowship face is the want to be included, to feel a 

seiise of l>elongiing, or to fee! like an iiigrowp member. Competence face is the desire to 

have one's abilities and accomplishments be respected, to be appreciated, or to have one's 

status recognized. The difference between these two k the dilierexice between the desire 

for the unconditioimi acceptance for who one :is and the desire for recognition tor what 

one does. The last face want aukmomyface^ corresporids to negative lace and refers to 

the desire not to be imposed upon, to have control over one's eo,viromiaent, or freedom of 

choice. 

Rather than focusing on superstrategies aii'tied at mitigating a single threat, the 

CMF posits that each types of face requires a different type of fitcework, and, .farther, 

each type of Ik^ework is arrayed quasi-dimensionally from high to low threat. Fellowship 

face is addressed by soiidarity, wMch "expresses to some degree that one accepts the other 

as a member of an. in-groiip" (Lim & Bowers, 1991, p. 421). Acts that aggravate a threat 

to fellowsMp face include small talk and excliisto,ii, while such threats are mitigated by 

cooperation and affirmation of friendship. Competence face is addressed through 

approba.tioii, or "the eflbrt to minimize bkme and .maximize praise of the other" (Lim & 

Bowers, 1991, p. 421). Acts that aggravate a tlireat to competence face include ridicule 

or disapproval, while such threats are mitigated by expressions of support and adti;iiratioTi. 

Autonomy fac-e is Jtddressed through tact, or "the effort: to nii.nimize the loss and iTiaximj,ze 
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the gain, of freedom of action" (Lim & Bowers, 1991, P- 421). Acts that aggravate a 

threat to awtonomy face include orders and obligations, while such, tlireats are mitigated by 

ex,perimeiiting (Jiskiiig the other to volunteer) and responsibility sharing. 

Lim and Bowe,rs (1991) suggest three factors that are likdy to infueiice facework: 

the degree of iotiinacy tetwcen interactaats, the power difference between them, and the 

right of either of tliem to perlbrm a particiilar act in a particular situatioji. Results of an 

empiricai investigation suggest the foMowmg: for high threat acts, as intimacy increases, 

speakers use more solidarity, approbation, and tact; as power difterence increases, 

speakers use lower levels of approbation and tact; and, as the right to criticize increases, 

speakers use more approtation, while, as the right to criticize decreases, speakers use 

more tact. These findings led I^irti and Bowers to argue that lacework involves attending 

to all three types of fice, and, that competent interactaiits miist manage all tliree types of 

iacework simultaneously during the 'llow of events io the encounter," 

Facework and Social Support 

Daena (joldsmith (1992,1994a) changed the face of social support research when 

she wedded the construct with the tenets of Politeness Theory (Brown & Levinson, 1987). 

The core of her argument is the same as that advanced here; People in need often must 

acquii-e resources from others by engaging them in interaction, aiid this renders the 

relational component of the interaction salient. Given the impression iimnagement 

concerns involved, eliciting and providing support are potentially face-fhreatening acts. 

Sumoiarizing across a variety of empirical studies, Goldsmith noted that a number of 

helpful j,ind imhelpful tehaviors couM Im; diflerentiated by the degree to which they 
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mitigat® potential threats to fece. For example, 

Telling a frieiid to forget about a test and minimizjug tlie importance of the 
test may ise recognized as intending to support by distracting the receiver. 
However, if the receiver is obviously upset about the test, mnimizing its 
importance may threaten the receiver's ;pt)sitive iace by failing to accept his 
or her image as someone who takes tests seriously. Similarly, telling the 
receiver to forget about it constrains Ms or her desire to continue to talk 
about it or think about it. (Goldsmith, 1992, p. 275, italics in, original) 

She went furttier, however, iii drawing upon Burleson's (1985, 1990) work on person-

centered contforting as an, explanation for these differences. In Burleson's hierarchical 

approach, person-centered messages are more effective tecause they convey acceptance 

of the person and his/her feelings, are less criticaJ, aiid less role-oriented (i.e., less oriented 

to what the person should do or feel based on social norms). These qualities should 

promote l?oth the desire to be accepted (positive face) and the desire for freedom of action 

(negative fece). 

If Politeness Theory can serve as a viable framework for understanding supportive 

interactlojis, the CMF (lim & Bowers, 1991) may be eveu more well suited to the task. 

For one thing, the separation of'positive face into fellowstiip and competence face parallels 

Thoits' (1986) dual structure of emotion-focused coping/etnotion-focused support and 

problem-focused coping/'probleni-lbcused support. Felowship revolves around the desire 

to be accepted and included, and is addressed by "iJie use of ii.t-group identity markers, 

expressions ofempathic umhrsicmding, demonstrations of personal knowledge, and 

emphasis on commonalities and cooperation"" (Liin, & Bowers, 1991, p. 421, italic.s 

added). Recall that eiiipathic uoderstaiiding was the mechanism Thoits proposed to 

explain how support assisted in coping. Competence is the want to have one's abi!itie.s 
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respected and is addres-^d "by the eflbrt to ininimfee blame and maximize praise of the 

other by voicing compliments on abilities or piirticelar accompKshmeiits and 

understatements of inabilities or imsuccessfiil performances" (Lim & Bowers, 1991, p. 

421). Such 'behaviors are the strata defining the coping eflbrts of the seeker. Together, 

these tactics align with those that are aimed at deding with emotions versos those aimed 

at dealing with the situation. Additioimlly, the separatioa between competence face and 

autonomy fece suggests a distinction between talking about what has teen done about the 

problem and talking about what to do next. Stich a distinction has not been, fully 

appreciated in existing coding schemes. 

Another advantage of the CMF (Lim & Bowers, 1991) is that the hierarchical 

arrangement of tactics within, each type of tacework allows for a consideration of strategy 

appropriateness. When appropriateness ,is linked with an emphasis on efiectiveness 

(measured by outcomes such as .helpftiioess), face negotiation during social support 

interactions fells witliin the realm of in„terpersomil compete,nce. Tliis unites the CMF even 

mo,re closely with Burleson's (1990) work on competent comforting. However, it builds 

upon that work by incorporat,iiig problem-tbcused eflbrts in addition to emotion-focused 

ones. This addresses the central contention of,Lazarus and Folkman (1984) that 

.individuals dea,ling with a stressor oien oscillate between the problein and the feelings 

engendered by the problem. Additionally, an einphasis on competence sheds new light on 

processes of support mobilization. Eckenrode and Wethiiigton (1,990) have argued that, 

given the impress.ion management concerns related to problem di«,}osiire, support seekers 

Kiay often prefer support timt is spontaneously olfered. Thus, they may oien eschew 
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direct forms of supfwrt seeking in iivor of iiidirecf loons. However, given the impression 

management concerns of pro'viders, one would expect that they would prefer greater 

certainty about the level of distress and what is desired by the elicitor prior to offering 

fissistance. Evidence would seem to resolve this dilemma in iivor of the latter contention. 

Individuals who are more active and direct in, seeking support and making their coping 

eflbrts knowo receive more supp>rt and are more satisfied with what they receive (Conn 

& Peterson, 1989). 

To understand why this might: 'be the case, it is suggested that the distinction 

between direct and indirect support seeking is too simplistic. Ctitrooa, Suhr, and 

MacFarlaiie (1990) found that the most .frequently reported eiicitatioii strategies of 

married individuals involved requesting assistance, informatioo, or comfort, and describing 

the lacts of the situation. Verbal descriptions of emotion and expressing confidence in 

one's own coping capability were also fiiirly common. In a similar vein, two diflerent sets 

of researchers using the SSICS (Hoitzworth-Munroe, Stuart, Sandm, Smutzler, & 

McLaughlin, 1997; Pasch, Bradbury, & Davila, 1997) report high usage of the neutral 

code, which includes exchange of descriptive information about the problem. Finally, the 

SABCS direct support seekkg category includes "talking about the problem in a factual 

manner, telling the; helt">er about the problem, giving details of the problem, and telling 

what he or she kis done so lar about the problem" (Barbee & Cunningham, 1995, p. 393), 

All of these conceptualiastions and findings point to a foromktion of direct 

soppt)rt seeking as more competent. From a lacework perspective, requests fell itiider the 

purview of autonomy, luid are more tace saving than making demands. Whereas not 
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requesting anything my be mjminmlly face saving, it will be less competent imolk as 

needs for assistance nuiy not be met. In fiict, Cutrcma, Siihr, and, MacFarlaiie (1990) 

found that expecting support to be awtoniaticaliy forthcomiiig was negatively related to 

perceived, spousal support. In one sense, descriptive talk may seem to be neutral but can, 

actually be a very eflfective wa.y of,letting a potential provider .know tliat there is a 

problem, as well as some of the details of the problem. Tliis should .tiicilitate the pro vider 

not feeling put ofl'by excessive displays of negativity, and, especia.l}y, providing a base of 

intbriBatioii that sbodd allow the tbnmiiation of assiistaB.ce that is less .likely to be rejected, 

lo, contrast, indirect forms of support seekiog, such as hinting or compMrriag, "may 

protect the help seeker's seif-esteem, but they may not convey the nature of the proMein 

in such a way that the help g.iver can provide effective solves" (Barbee & Cuniiingliain, 

1995, p. 393). Thus, rather than emp.hasizing whether support seeking is direct or 

indirect, researchers should conceive of iiiobilizatio,n .in terms of the level of competence 

displayed by the seeker. 

Finally, the CMF improves upon a coding system such as that of Bai'bee and 

Cunningham (1995) by applying a similar con,ceptiijal structure to ijoth the e,licjtor an.d the 

provider. Support. see.kers can threaten. th.e provider's iice by being too n.egative, by 

underplaying their own coping eflbrts, mi by deiiiaiiditig a particitlar type of support from 

the provider. Support providers can threa.te.n the seeker's lace by, basically, doing the 

same things: rejecting feelings of the seeker, imri,infii2ing his/her coping effo.ris, and 

imposing a solution, upon the seeker. Support.ive interactions, then, should be 

distinguishable by the degree of so,Iidar!ty, appro'bation, and tact (i.e., the degree of 
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competence) displayed by both partners. The more both partners attempt to address face 

concerns, the more approprkte and, presumably, more dfective should be the impact of 

their messages. 

Comersatkmai Jnvoivemeni and Social Support 

Conversational iavolvement, iocludmg 'various nonverbal, fbnns of commuaicatioii, 

plays a vital role in defining relationships and managing interactions (Burgoon, Buller, & 

Woodal!, 1996; Burgoon, Oteey, & Coker, 1987). Given the large number of 

conversational 'behaviors that may te exhibited during an interaction, the approach 

adopted here is the Social Meaning Model (SMM; Burgoon & & Ix Poire, 1999; Burgoon 

& Newton, 1991). The SMM, uses a, modified Brunswifcian lens (B,rimswik, 1956) to 

explain how interactants derive meamng from sets of cues. Acco,rding to the model, 

concrete behaviors, such as eye contact or smiHiig, serve as distd cues. Given, that any 

single cue may serve var>',in,g lBj,nctions (e.g., high gaze can, be either a,ffiliative or 

dominant), perceivers rely oil combinations of cues that cohe,re to display m,eaniii,gs that 

have a high degree of consensus within a given community. Thus, high gaze in 

conjunction w.ith srn,iling and touch .increases the probability that an affiliative message will 

be interpreted as intended. As with verbal communication, it is not assumed that claiity is 

always achieved, or even always ii,iteiided. 

The two types of messa,ges that may be most relevant to supportive interactioas 

are involvement and pleasantness (i.e.j positive affect). In a study of conversiitional 

involvement, Coker and Burgoon, (1987) adopted a coiimmitttcation competence approach 

(Spitzberg & Ctipach, 1984), wMch empliasizes the dimensions of iimnediacy. 
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expressiveness, interaction management, other orientation, and tock of st^ciaJ anxiety. 

Higher involvement .is ioclicated by such behaviors as closer proximity, fom-ard leao, 

higher gaze frequency, more open body orientation, fiicial animation, voca! variety, 

backehamielitig, short response latencies, aod absence of nervous vocalizations aid 

adaptors (Burgoon & Le Poire, 1999). Together, these cues convey a sense of 

psychological closeness and engagement, as well as a foeos upon, and eoftcem with, the 

partner. Burgoon, (1994) argued for distinguishing Involvement from pleasantness, which 

concerns the valence of the interaction. Although the two may often be empirically 

related, it is possible for an individual to be highly involved in a conversation and 

simultaaeously to be iinpleasant or affectively neutral 

There is good reason to believe that these two dimensions are relevant to the social 

support context- Empathic understanding, the mechaiiBm of Tholts' (1986) coping 

assistance, implies tlat the provider be focused upon the seeker and willing to enter into 

the other's problem. Similarly, Burleson and Goldsmith's (1998) tkiilitated reappraisal 

draws upon the psychotherapy context, wherein therapists assist client coping by actively 

listening aod guiding the client through the exploration of his/her feelings, an aspect of 

conversation management. Involvement and pleasfflitness items also figure prominently in 

the coding systems used to study supportive interactions. The single item in the SSBC 

(Cutrona. & Sulir, 1992) refers to physical affection indicators (hug, kiss, hold hands, and 

touch). Such expressions of alTection conibimd Involvement with positivity. The ICBCS 

and SABCS (Baree & Cumiiigham, 1995) also coMaiii several nonverbal items. For the 

emotion-focused/'approach Miaviors of the provider, the affection code consists of items 
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such as tmg, touch, and kiss, %vHle the mmlable code contains the item, 'leans -forward 

ami displa^'^s tpiet attentiveness" (p. 389). EniotioQ-focused/avokiance Miaviors of the 

provider include a nonverbal escape code, which includes tiimtog away, leaving the room, 

and avoiding eye contact, all .indicators of reduced iflvolvemeiit. The seeker coding 

system is itself divided ioto direct aod Indirect nonverbal strategies. Several of the direct 

strategies are elements of conversatioail involvenient, such as touching, forward lean, 

proximity, eye contact, and direct orientation, wMIe the indirect strategies indicate 

noninvoivement, such as mo'viiig away, avoiding eye contact, sighing, loriger response 

latencies, and nervous movements. With respect to pleasantness, tlie assumption, across 

both categories seeins to te the prevalence of negative affect. For example, the direct 

items include anger, sadness, and laughing while showing negative a,f&ct. 

In. addition, to the theoretical aiid con.ceptiial reasons, a number of empirical studies 

have included items related to involvement and pleasantness as dimensions of supportive 

interactions. Yankeelov, .Bartee, Curmingha:Qi, and Drueii (1995) found that the mo.re 

see.kers used tears, sighing, and fidgeting, the ,m,o.re providers engaged in avoidance 

lieliaviors. Jones and Guerrero (2001) found that higher levels of,nonverbal inimedkcy 

were assc^ciated with increased perceptions of comforting quality. Trees (2002) found 

that motliers did not diflfer in their involvement levels with sons versus daughters; 

however, sons exhibited less clarity ai.id vocal fluency Ihaii daiigltters. .Fina.lly, though tMs 

study did not involve a social siipptirt, situation. Trees and Manusov (1998) found that 

higher levels of involvement were associated with greate,r concern, for face. .It shou.,td be 

pointed out that all, of these studies included a verba! component. The point 'being imde 
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here is that the tew studies that have specifically included broader elements of interaction, 

siicii as iioiwerl3al behaviors, have produced interpretabie results. In lact, as Jones and 

Ciuerrero coiiciuded, "it is not eiiougli to assume that verbal messages alone shape 

comibrting behavior. ConsequeBtly, when eonceptuaizing comforting, researchers need 

to include verW as well as nonverbal features of comforting behawf' (p, 590), 

A Nonnative Model of Supportive latemctkm 

According to the deinition given above, social sujpport is mtended to provide 

coping ass,istance to a person dealing with a stressor. The interactioiml method employed 

here necessarily casts one of the partners in the role of support seeker and the other 

partner iii the role of support provider. In keeping with the transactional approach, both 

support elicitof aad support provider perspectives will be considered. Collins and Feeney 

(2000) tested and fouod. evidence for tlie following nomative model of the support 

process: individuals who perceived their problem as more stressiM engaged in more direct 

support-seeking behavior, which was associated with more support provision from the 

partner. Support provided by the partner was related to perceptions of support received 

(see Duiikel-Schetter aad Skokan,, 1990, for a similar coEceplualization of a "iiormative" 

model of social support based on stress fectors, recipient factors, provider fkstors, and 

relationships factors). Assuming that direct support-seeking fe, generally speaking, more 

competent, this model will be used to frame the hypotheses of the p resent investigation,. 

Linking Appraisals io Inieracikm Behavior 

A great deal of research siipfwrts the contention that as prceived stressflilness 

increases, seekers make more direct aod active attempts to eMcit coping assistance 
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(Dunkel-Schetter & Skokaii, 1990; Dimkel-Schetter, Folkmaii, & l.azariis. 1987). The 

following hypothesis reiects the earlier stated contention that these behaviors are more 

competent (i.e., eiective and appropriate); 

HI; I'or support seekers, increased appraisals of tJiek own problem as stressful and 

uiicontrolkbie are positively rekted to (a) greater use of facework (i.e., fellowship, 

competence, autonomy) and (b) more conversational invokement (i.e., iovolvemeiit and 

pleasantness). 

Tlie nonnative model is rooted in the premise that support seekers activate the 

support process as they begin to discuss their problem. As such, they set the pace and 

tone of the interaction. However, one of the fet things seekers are likely to do is describe 

the problem, watching closely to gauge the provider's reactions. If providers react 

positively, seekers may then feel more coratbrtable revealing feelings and coping eflbrts. 

in this scenario, it would be the provider who sets the pace and tone of the interaction via 

the manner in which he/she responds to the seeker, suggesting the following research 

question: 

RQl: Will the seekers' appraisals of their own problems as stressfulness and 

uncontroMable te related to the providers' use of facework and conversational 

involvement? 

One of the criticisms of social support research is that the needs of the provider 

liave been neglected (Duliy, 1993; Perriiie, 1993). In particular, it is possible that 

providers liave problem.H of their own that inay influence the types and/or amount of 

support that they are williing to bestow. Given the dearth of research on this issue, the 
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foHo'wmg research question is posed: 

RQ2: Are support prowders' perceptions of their own problems related to their (a) 

iise of tacework and (b) conversational mvolvemenl? 

Reciprocity figures prominently in both theories of facework (Brown & Levinson, 

1987) and interactioin, management (Burgoon, Stern, & Dillman., 1995), and, is well 

documented in the research on social support^ interactions (Cutrona, Suhr, & tiessling, 

1997). 

H2: Greater use of facework and conversational involvement by tlie support, seeker 

will be positively related to greater use of fecework and conversational involvement by the 

support provider. 

Linking Interaction Behavior to Interaction Outcomes 

The interactional perspective emphasizes the necessity of separating the quality of 

the interaction from the outcomes of that interaction. Perhaps the most commonly 

assessed outcome is perceptions of the extent to which the provider was helpful or 

supportive. Generally, the more support is provided, the more the provider is perceived 

by the seeker as 'having been helpful (C,o!iins & Feeney, 2000; Cntrona, Hessling, & Suhr, 

1997; Pasch, Bradbury, & Sullivan, 1997. However, interaction is a joint venture, and the 

provider's behaviors may be no less relevant to predicting perceptions of helpfukess. 

H3; Partners' levels of (a) fecework and (b) conversatio.nal involvement are 

positively related to perceptions of the provider's helpfulness. 

Although satisfriction with the assistance offered may be related to satisfaction 

with the interaction, the two are not isomorphic and should be studied as separate 
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outcomes. Relatloiistiip-fociised coping concerns the maimgemeM of relationships in the 

course of stressor imaimgement, suggesting that interaction satisfaction is a relevant 

outcome to consider, Hecht (1978) defined comMiiinicatioii sadsfaction as the fullillmeiit 

of positive expectations. If we assume good intentions on the part of krth elicitor and 

provider, then greater displays of competence ought to predict perceptions that the 

interaction has fuMlled expectations (I.e., greater conimwHcation satisfaction). 

H4: Partners' levels of (a) laceworfc and (b) conversational involvement are 

positively related to communication satisfiiction. 

Central to the conception of social support as coping assistance (Thoits, 1986) is 

the notion that talking about one's problem to a partner is itself a fonn. of coping. Clark 

(1993) argued that^ "'•Ini the act of conversing, individuals construe meaning. They create a 

framework of understanding of the event, its implications, and their emotional reactions to 

it, that m£iy previously have been kcking" (p. 48). Drawing out the implications of this 

conception from the standpoint of the provider of support, Burleson and Goldsmith 

(1998) suggested thai the most elfective foms of comlbrting behavior create a climate of 

acceptance and concern by being emotion-focused, oriented toward description and 

explanation, and being sensitive to the face concerns of the seeker. To the extent that 

such behaviors are utilized, the seeker ought to be more likely to engage in the types of 

exploration and meaning-constraction that result in the problem being perceived as less 

stressful. It must be reiterated, however, that the creation of such a ciinmte is a function 

of both partners' behaviors. 

H5; Partners' levels of (a) fecework and (b) conversational involvement are 
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mversely related to post-iiiteractiofi perceptions of problem, stressfolness. 

Perceptions of controllability are another appraisal that may be altered by the 

interaction. However, it is less clear that they necessarily wiil be altered. In other words, 

a -person may evaluate Ms/her partJier as having been lielpful, be satisfied with the 

interaction, even feel better ai»'ut the probtem, kit still acknowledge that there is little he 

or she cm do to Iriiuence the course of the stressor. On the other hand, as Cfeldsmith 

(1994b) argues, perceptiom of controIlaMiity may be rhetorically constructed during the 

course of the interaction, resulting iii altered appraifsate. 

RQ3: Will partners' levels of (a) iicework and (b) conversational involvement 

predict post"interaction perceptions of problem controllability? 

One of the under-studied aspects of supportive interactions relates to the role of 

the research setting. Reis and Collins (2000) argued, that Interaction studies rely upon the 

assumption that the behaviors exhibited by partners are typical of their ordinary 

coimmuiication style. Foster, Caplan, and Howe (1997) have produced evidence critical 

of that assumption. They found that when individuals perceived their partner as acting 

atypicaliy, that perception was more likely skewed toward viewing their partner as t«io.g 

more supportive rather than less. In an eftbrt to shed additional light on this issue, the 

following research question is 'posed: 

RQ4: Will partners' levels of (a) fecework and (b) conversatioiial .iiwoivemenl 

affect ratings of the typicality of the Interaction? 
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CHAPTER 2 

METHOD 

Participants 

Participants were 140 individuals (70 couples) currently involved in a heterosexual 

romantic rdationsMp responding to advertisements for a study examining how individuate 

discuss pereonal issues wit h their relational partners, A variety of methods were used, to 

recruit coufjleSj including annoimcing the study in Comminication classes; fK>stieg flyers 

in residence halls, academic buildings, and tlie Student Union; aiinoiincirig the study in, a 

,Q,on-denominational, Chri,stian Church and over a Momio,n e-ma,il list; posting a copy of 

the flyer to a umversity electronic bulletin ix)ard; land, pkcing an ad several times in the 

university student newspaper (see Appendices ,A and, .B). The final sample was 

predominantly drawn fro,m the university cotnmunity of a medium-sized, midwestem 

umversity, with a small number of couples being drawn from surrounding ru,ral 

coinm,unities. All tb,rms of advertising listed three selection criteria for pmticipation: the 

relationship must be heterosexual, both partners must be at least 18 years of age, and, 

members must have been in their relationship exclusively tor at least six rao,nt,hs. As 

compeasation for their participation, ea,ch ,member of the couple was paid $10 upon 

completion of the study. 

.Participants ranged in, age from 18 to 76 yea,rs otd (M'== 26.01, SD ~ 10,98). Tlie 

majiority of the simple was White/Caitcasixin (90%), with mimmal representation of other 

ethnic g,roups (4.3% Black/AfMcan ,Ainerican, 3.6% ,Hispan.ic/Latiii American, and 2,1% 

Other). Most of the participants were either sophomores (17.9%), jun,iors (22.1%) or 
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seniors (21.4%) at the imiversily. iudivMiiaJs with post-graduate education comtitiitecf 

the iiexl: largest group (I5,7%)» followed by college frestineo, (7.9%), those with some 

college or vocational, education (7.1%), 4-year college graduates (4.3%), 2~year college 

graduates (1.4%), those with less t.han .high school graduation. (1.4%), and those pursiiiog 

a 2-year college degree (1%). In sum, the majority of participants were currently 

pursuing, or had compJeted, degrees in secondary education. 

In additio,n to demog.ra.phi.c information, participants were also asked a variety of 

questions about their re}ati.o.nship (see Appendix C). They .reported having known each 

other an avcKige of 5.92 years (SD = 9.65 years; range from. 8 months to 50 years), and 

reported having been a couple for an average of 5.08 yea.rs (SO = 8,86 years; range fro,tn 6 

montks to 42.83 years). The vast ,oiaio,rity (99%) reported being viewed by friends and 

famiiy as a couple, with one ind.ividual re|iorttng being "unsure." Classification of 

relationship status was as follows: 58.6% reported seriously dating, 143% reported 

engaged to be married, 25.7% reported be.iag married, and 1.4% tMled to report' their 

re.lationship status. In accordance with the selection, criteria, there were no individuals 

who reported their relationship status as casmlly dating. 

Procedures 

Phase /procedures. The study was conducted in two phases. In the phase, 

each member of the couple completed a questioBiiaire cojitainiiig measures of relational 

identity, relationship satistactk).ii, and demographic questions. These surveys were 

distributed to be completed by each member of the couple separately, and on their own 

time. Typictilly, OHC member of the couple contacted the principal investigator for 



inforrreitioi'i about the study. Once the nature of the study was described ami questions 

were answered, arrangements were made to deliver the questionnaires to the couple. 

Depending upon, how contact was made, a packet contakkg two questionnaires, each in 

its own sealed etivdope, was either given face-to~lace or mailed to the contfict person. On 

an. instaictioti sheet attached to each questiomjaire, individuals were instracted to 

complete their questionnaires ijidependently, not to discuss their responses in the interval 

before the videotaped, interaction, and to bring their completed quesliomaires with them 

to the interaction, site (see Appendix D). In some cases, an appoint»ie,iit was nmde at the 

time of contiict ibr the couple to come in for the interaction. Given that most of the 

questionaaire packets were ntalled, mo,re often than not, however, fcillow-up phone calls 

were nia,de to sched«,!e appointme,nts. The pii,rpose of separating the relationship 

questionnaire from the .interaction was to avoid priming partn,ers prior to the interaction. 

T.bus, efforts were made to ensure that at least a week separated the delivery of the 

questiommire packet from, the appointment for the interaction. However, there was no 

way of guaranteeing that part,icipaiits would complete the questionnaire when it arrived, 

rather than, for example, the .E.igM before the scheduled appt>intment :fi>r the interaction. 

Phase a procedures. The second phase coasisted of participation in a video- and 

audio-taped interaction between partners. Upon arrival at the interaction site, 

questionnaires we.re collected aiid each member of the couple was given, a fresh copy of 

t.he consent .fb.riii to .read (see Appendix E). The procedure was explained to them and 

they were given an opportumty to ask questio.ns. These activities took p.lace in, the room 

where the iiiteract.ion would occur, which was a converted con.fe.rence room in the 
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Coiiimumcatjoii Departiiient Tlie piirfjose of tMs was to make participants cognizant of 

the fact that the interaction would be recorded. Alter any questions were aBswered, the 

couple was separated and each person was given a two-page cjuestionmaire to complete. 

The first page asked the pjaticipattt to briefly descril*- a recent event or situation ttet was 

stressful, but the source of the stress was not the partJier. Several, Hues were provided to 

write out the description. Also Inchided on this page were questions akiut stressiMness, 

controllability, and how much individuals had discussed the event/situation with their 

partner. The second page consisted of a Mst of life evertt domains in case they were having 

trouble thinking of ao event/situation. It should be noted, that, given logistic^ constraints, 

it was not always possible to place each member of the couple in separate rooms. 

Therefore, one member was often let in the kteraction room while the other was moved 

to a nearby office. 

Once each person had completed the pre-interaction tpcstiomiaire, the couple was 

reunited. Prior to the first dyad, a computer program (i.e., the .Randomizer) was used to 

randomly decide which member of the couple (mafe or femaie) would be assigned the 

support seeker role. Subsequentiy, assigiunent to interactjoii roles was coimterbaianced 

by sex. Once both members of the couple were back m the interactioD room, each, 'person 

was instructed which chair to sit in, designated the "cliair 0.11. the righf or the "chair on the 

left." The support seeker was always placed in the chair on the right, the provider, the 

chair on the left. Once toth members of the dyad were seated, they were toM whose 

event/sitiiation they would be discussing. They were inslructed to "'discuss the event or 

situation as you noniially would." The principal io.vestigator then started the audio 
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recorder, the video recorder, and lei the room and started the stopwatch. After 10 

mkirtes. the investigator re-entered the room, stopped, the equipment, and, separated the 

cowpte again, to complete the post-interaction c|iiestioiii',iaires. 

The post-interaction questionnaire asked each person to hr,ie.fly describe the 

suppo,rt seeker's probleniatic event or sitiiatio,ii. They were then asked to rate that 

event/situation in terms of stresstutaess a.nd a>iitrol„labil,i,ty using the same scales that were 

used in the pre-mtemctkm questionnaire. In addition, they were asked questioiis alx)ut 

bteraction satistaction,, the help.f«{ness of the support p,rovider, a,iid the typicality of the 

interaction. 

Compensation procedures, in e,xcha,nge for their participation, each member of 

the couple was paid ten dollars. An option was made available to participants to allocate 

their money to a charitable orgaiiizatioii (the Big B,rothers Big Sisters Qrganizalion of the 

local, town). Strict procedures were employed to ensure that the participant's decision to 

keep or donate the money was kept private. After the post-interaction questio,o,oaire was 

collected, and while the couple was still separated, ea,ch person was given an envelope. 

After verifying that the envelope contained ten dollars, the participant was told that, 

should he/she choose, he/she may donate the .money to a charitable organization and was 

shown a bo.s with a slit in its lop. The Principal. In.vestigato.r then closed the door aod 

waited fi>r the participai,it to re-open the door. Out of $1400 distributed to p<u1icipants, 

$337 was donated to the organ,izatio,ti- (The donated a,moiint is not divisible by 10 

because some individuals were g.{,ven 2 Iwe-dollar Mils, and some pa,rticipants put one 

do,llar bills in the e.ri:v'elope). 
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Debriefing procedures. After each member of the couple had coTOpfeted. the 

compensation, procedure, partners were brought back into the interaction room ami given 

debrlefrng forms to read and sign (see Appendix F). The debriefing form contained a 

proviso whereby participants could give diftering levels of coasent regarding the use of the 

\'ideotape. That is, they could give consent to use the videotape, to use the audio tape but 

not the videotape, or not to use the videotape at aM. Further, each raeiiiber had to give 

equivalent consent or the more restrictive level of consent was used. It should be noted 

that two individuals (one male aiid one female from different dyads) gave consent for 

audio but not video recordings to be used for coding purposes. 

As a project undert'aken to coniplete the requirements of a doctoral dissertation, 

the protocols for this study were approved by the Institutional Review Boards of both the 

university granting the degree and the university from wWch data were coUeeted. 

Additionally, all personnel involved with the project received traMng in the ethical 

treatment of human subjects and were certified in the Rochester test (Dmii & Chadwiek, 

2002). 

Phase I Measures 

As mentioned above, the &st phase of the study involved a qiiestioniiiaire in ftmr 

sections. The first three sections included measures of relational ex:pectatiorLS, attachment, 

and partner behavior. These measures are not part of the present iitivestigation and will 

not be discussed further. The last section included demographic items, relationship history 

and status items, ami the measure of relationship satisfiictioii, which is included here for 

descriptive purposes. 
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Reiatkmship satmfactkm. Cogent arguments have been put forth .for 

conceptiializiog satislkction as a global evaluation, of one's relationship, such that 

difterences iii scores reflect differences in happiness or distress (Fincham & Bradbu'f>', 

1987; Norton, 1983), Such an approach argues agjiiiist measures such as the Dyadic 

Adjustment Scale (Spanier; 1976), which coiiiates evaluative items with items relfited to 

coping aiid. .niastering the skiMs necessary for relationship inanagemeot (Baxter, 1988; 

Wright, Nelson, & Georgen, 1994). In the present iiivestigatioii. the Quafity Msefriage 

Index (QMl; Norton, 1983) was used to measure satisfiiction. The QMI contains six 

items assessing global evaluations of one's relationship (e.g., "My relationship with ray 

partner makes me liappy"), with higher scores indicating greater satisfaction. Given that 

the present sample included both married and non-married romantic dyads, the word 

"marriage" was replaced with the word "relationship'' where necessary. Using a similar 

adaptation ofthe QMl, Baxter and Biillis (1986) report an alpha reliability of .88. 

Reliability in the present sample was .90 {M~ 4,65, SD = ,49). The high mean suggests 

that couples were very satisfied with their relationship. See Appendix C, items 9 through 

14. 

Phase II Measures 

As described earlier, the second phase of the study consisted of a pre- and a post-

interaction questionmiire. The pre~interaction questionnaire asked each iodividual to 

provide a brief description of a recent stressful event or situation. Respondents then Kited 

that description in terms of stressfiilness and controllability, as well lis answering a single-

item measure ofthe extent to which they had discussed the issue with their pjirtner (see 
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Appendix G). All the items on this questionnaire we.re assessed with 5-point seniantic 

difiereritial scales. As it was auiticipated ttet respondents nay have iiad trouble thinking 

about an appropriate event or situation, a second page to the pre-initeraction qiiestioiiinaire 

prowded examples of coiimoii events organized by categories (se-e Appendk H). The 

post-interaction questionnaire asked eacli member of the dyad to provide a brief 

description of the seeker's problem (the problem they jusl discussed) and to rate it in, 

terms of stressfijlness and coiitrolbbillty, using items identical to those contained in the 

pre-interaction qiiestionnake (see Appendices 1 and J). The second part of the post-

interaction questionnaire asked respondents to rate their satisfaction with, the interaction, 

their perceptions of the provider's helpfiitoess, and the extent to which the inte.racti,oii was 

typical of their conimimicatioii styles. All the itejiis ,in this section were assessed with 5-

point Likert scales. As noted below, items were rewo,rded where necessary to account for 

difierences in interaction role (e.g., seeker rating providers helpfuliie® vs. provider ratii.ig 

his/her own, helpftilness). 

Type of problem. The t}^© of problem selected by seekers was examined for 

descriptive purposes (cf. Co,IIiiis & FeeBey, 2000; Jones & Guerrero, 200!). The two 

aspects of tlie problem, that were iocliided here were the t>'pe of goal striviTig involved 

(Horowitz et ai, 2001) and life event domain. The written descriptio,ins provided by each 

support seeker prior to the interaction we,re typed by the priBcipal investigator and placed 

on blank 4x6 index cards. Wo,rkiiig iiidepeiidently, two coders read each descriplion, and 

ckssified it uaiiig a two part, categorical coding scheme (see Appendix, K.,). The f rst part 

contained, three categories involving t.lie type of goal, strlvin,g itivolved: agenlic (action-
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focused), communal (.re'lationsMp-fociised), and other. These categories were derived 

from the conceptiKilkations offered by Horowitz et al (2001). The second part contained 

six categories of life event donmim (school, home, family, work and fmaiice, legal, and 

other) which duplicated the categories offered to respofideats as examples of typical 

stressful events/situations. These categories were derived from conceptual groupings 

proposed by Tausig (1982). 

Utilizing Cohen's kappa, reliability estimates across the two coders were .52 for 

goal striving and .81 for event domain. Assessments of acceptability for kappa estimates 

have been debated- Bakeman and Gottman (1986) recommend .70 as a minimum stand.ard 

of acceptability, but cite Fleiss's (1981) suggestion that kappa's ranging from, .40 to .60 

are "fair" and anytWiig over .75 is "excellent." More recently, Smith (2000) proposed .80 

as a mioiimim value for establishing reliability using kappa. Regardless of the specific 

guidelines used, it is evident that the ratings for event domak are acceptable by almost any 

standard, while the ratings for goal striving are substmtiaily less reliable. Disagreements 

between the coders were resolved by a third student coder working independently. 

Additionaly, all three coders rated the serio usness of the problem on, a I,~to-5 scale 

anchored by the adjectives Not very serious/Very serious. The intraclass corre,lat,ion 

coefficient for this item across all three coders was .74 {M = 3.39, SD = .62). 

Stressfulness, Adopting a stress and coping parad,igiifii necessitates moving beyond 

obiective assessments of problems to subject,ive appraisals, Miuary appraisjits involve an. 

orienting response on the part of the person experiencing ,afi event (.'bmnis & Folkmati, 

1984). Such appraisals involve perceptions of the re levaii,ce of afi event/situation .for the 
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self. In other words, how stressful is it. To assess stressfulness, ftrnr items were adapted 

fi-om Collins and Feeney (2000) and constructed as 5-point: semajitic differential scales. 

These items were: not veiy stresslH-very stressliil, very important-iiot veiy important 

(reverse-coded), not veiy upsettiMg~ve,ry upsettiiig, and not very pleasant-veiy pleasant 

(reverse-coded) (see Appendix J). Higher scores indicate greater perceived stressftitaess. 

Ratings were made twice. In the pre-interaction questionreiire, respondents rated 

stressMness in relation to their description of their own event/situation. In the post-

.iirteraction questioimaire, each member of the pair provided a description of the seeker's 

problem and then rated that description. Collins and Feeney report reliability of a = .34 

for their measure, accounting for the low alpha by describing the items as forming an index 

rather than a scale (c£ Streiner, 2003). Assuming that the items assess ati underlying 

dimension of priniary appraisal, they would seem to form a scale rather than an index. In 

the present sample, alpha reliabilities were higher thao Collins and Feeney, although not 

always achieving a conventional level of acceptability: .53 for the pre-interaction ratings of 

the foil sample (M= 3.85, SI) = .66), ,68 for the post-interactiott ratings of the support 

seeker (M= 3.57, SD = .78), and .56 for the posf-ioteraction ratings of the support 

provider (Af^ 3.88, SD - .67). 

ConiroilabUity. The extent to which an individual feels he/she caii control ao 

event/situation is the hallmark of secondary appraisal. Using disliactions proposed by 

Russell and associates (McAiiley, Duncan, & Russell, 1992; Russell, 1982), three items 

were coiistracted to assess perceptions of controllability (under my cofitrol-not under ray 

control something I cannot affect-something I can affect (reverse-coded), and sonietbiiig I 
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can manage-something I cannot majiage). These items were iiit;ermix,ecl with the iteiTO on 

stressfulness described ak^ve, and measured accordingly, with, higher scores indicating 

perceptions of tliie event/situation as less controllable (see Ap|»ndlx J). In order to obtain 

adequate reliabilities, the third item was elimiiated from each scale. Final alpha 

reliabilities for the scales were as follows: ,64 for the pre-interaction ratings of the full 

sample (M= 2,85, SD = 1.08), .64 for the post-interaction ratings of the support seeker 

iM'~ 2.87, SD = 1.17), and ,81 for the pt>st-interaction ratings of the support provider (M 

=--2M,SD= 1.11). 

Prior discussion. Following Collins and Feeney (2000), a single item measured the 

extent to which individual had discussed their issue with their partner (A/ 3.21, SD = 

1.33 for support seekers; M= 3.31, SD " 1,20 for support providers). 

Communication satisfaction. Hecht (1978) argued that satisfaction results from, 

the liilfiliment of'positive expectations. Such expectations apply to satisfaction with aiiy 

particular interaction no less than any given relationship. Hecht's Communication 

Satisfaction Inventory (Com-Sat) contains 19 items assessing satistaction with a particular 

interaction ("1 was very satisfied with the conversation," "I would like to tove another 

conversation like this one"). Higher scores iodlcate greater satisfaction with the 

conversation. Hecht reported split-half reliabilities exceeding .90 across multiple samples. 

Alpha reiiabilities for the present sample were .89 for support seekers (M= 4.25, SD « 

.50) and .89 for support providens {M = 4.15, SD = .49). See Appendix I., 

Provider helpfulness. Helpfiiliiess Is one of the most widely ased outcomes in 

social support research (GoMsmitli, McDemiott., & Alexander, 2000), GoMsmitli, 
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teiTOS as knowledgeable, iiseiii and generous. These ctiai-acteristics are similar to those 

which underlie a state-based measure of empathy constructed by Piarik, Mintoii, aid Reid 

(1.996). Their 8-item measure was designed to assess the extent to wfilch a respondent 

perceives that an interaction, partner "felt and understood their proMeins and nee-ds" (p, 

1221), inclining an item referring to knowledge. Ooiibaeh's alpha for tlie scale was 

reported as .93. The scale was orig,limMy devised :fo:r a twsiiiess meeting 'between a 

corporate buyer and a salesperson,. Items were reworded to be appropriate fo,r the social 

support context and reworded sightly for seeker and provider. For exanip,te, the item 

"This salesperson, uiiderstaaids me and my role in, this organiiatioii" was rewritten as ''My 

paitner really understands iiie and n.iy ,role In, this re,latioBsMp" ,for the seeker and "I really 

luidei-stand my partner and his/Iier ro,le in this relationship" ,for the provider. Additiooaly, 

two items were ad,d,ed specifically to atidress percept,ions of heip,fMness ("My partner was 

help,&i in the discussion of my problem", "I don't thin,fc my partner's contribution was 

helpful to me"; "I was help&l in the discussion of my partner's problem," "I think my 

contribiJtioB was helpfiil to ,!iiy partner"). The resulting lO-item scales were reliable for 

'both the support seeker (a = ,87, 4.33, SD = .47) and the siippo,rt provider (a = ,84, 

M = 4,17, SD - .47). See Appendix, M. 

Typicatiiy. One of the pervasive criticisms of Interactioe analysis is tkit it Ms to 

acaHuit for the extent to wMch individuals are respoasive to the laboratory setting 

(Emniert, 1989). For exatnple, Foster, Capkn, aiid ,Howe (1997) found tfiat some coup,tes 

did report altering their behavior during a videotaped interaction to :make lh,einse,lves 
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appear more positive, in a,n attempt to account for such reactivity eiiects, two strategies 

were employed. lo. the pre-interaction questionnaire, individuals were asked a single 

question adopted from Collins and Feeney (2001). TMs question. "I have discussed this 

event/situation with my partaer..." was assessed with a S-fxtiat semantic ditrerentlaJ, scale 

anchored with end^points very littie-very much (see Appendix J). ITie final section of the 

post-interaction questionnaire included a 7-iteni scale adopted from Hiibbard (1996), 

These items assessed the extent to which partners perceived that the interaction they just 

completed was typical of their "noniml" conversations (e.g., '"We have had conversations 

similar to this before," We did NOT act the way we usually do because of the video 

camera""reverse coded). After eliininating one item from the scale, reliabilities were 

acceptable for both support seeker (a •= .78, M'= 4.04, SIJ == .57) and the support provider 

(a = .82, M = 4.11, SD == .62). See Appendk N. 

Coding Facework in the Memctiom 

Constructing the scales. Face work is a pervasive, imderiying component of all 

human interaction (Cupach & Metts, 1994). According to the Communication Model of 

Facework (fim & Bowers, 1991), there are three types of face concerns that must be 

managed during encounters: fellowship face (the want to be accepted), competence face 

(the want to be respected), and aiitononiy fece (the want to be unrestricted). In an effort 

to apply the CMF to the social support context, the goal was to create a set of equivalent 

scales that could be used by Independent raters. To construct such scales, the Burleson 

and Saiwter (198.5) measure of coimtbrting sensitivity and the original and Bowers 

typology were scrutinized. What these two schemes have in conunon is their hierarchical 
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support ill the latter. Although these schemes have 'been used to code the level attamed by 

paaticiilar irtterances, for present purposes, it is also possible to conceive of these 

hierarchies as collections of pcjsitive, negative, and possibly neutral items ttot are arranged 

in a theoretically meattingiul way. Becattse c-omforting sensitivity is similar to felbwsMp 

face in, its focus on empathic responding, the Burleson and Sainter items were examined 

first. Tliis scheme contains nine items, arranged in sets of fcee (three items indicate low 

sensitivity, three assess moderate sensitivity, and three indicate high sensitivity). Given 

conceptual similarity between these items and existing measures of emotional support and 

fellowship face, the Burleson and Samter items were adapted to create a 9-item, measure 

of fellowship fece. Sample items include "Condemns the feelings of the seeker" (low face 

support), "Acknowledges the seeker's feelings, but does not attempt to help the seeker 

imderstaiid why those feelings are being experienced or how to cope with them" 

(moderate fece support), and "Provides an elaborated acknowledgment and explanation, of 

the seeker's feelings" (high, face support). To create equivalent measures of competence 

and autonomy, a similar logic was employed to that used to create the measure of 

fellowsMp face, ITiat is, n.iiie items were written that ranged from low to high siippo,rt for 

that particukr type of ,1fk;e. Content for these siibscales was deri,ved fron,i an exanaiD,ation 

of exist,iiig coding schemes measuring soda,! support In intef«tioa as well as the Lim and 

Bowers typology. Sample items .for conipeteoce fece include "Ridicules the eiorts of the 

seeker to handle the sltuatfon" (low face support), "Suggests that the «eker could do a 

better job hatidltog the situatiorf' (mod.erate lace support), and "Iixpresses adoiration of 
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how the seeker is handliiig the situation wilbout any reservation" (high face support). 

Sample items ft>r autonomy face include 'Demands that the seeker adopt his/her 

perspective or solution to the situation" (low lace support), "Asks qiiestioos to elicit 

iitformatioa from the seeker" (moderate iice support), and "States what he/she can or is 

willing to do without implying that the seeker has to atxept the oflfer" (high face support). 

The initial attempt to construct scales for the support seeker was guided by the 

idea that the kaids of fkcework each partner had to manage were invariant to role. 

Accordingly, the principal modification was to replace the work "seeker" with the word 

"provider." For example, "Condeirais the feelings of the seeker" was changed to 

"CondesiMis the feelings of the provider." For competence, items were also modified to 

refer to the provider's response to the situation., Durii'ig discussion, of iteitts and practice 

coding v^ith coders, it became apparent that it was too diiicult to apply this scale to the 

ititeractioiis. The root of the problem was the assumption that the face concerns of each 

person were ideBtical, regardless of role. Based on the way social support has been 

conceptuaJized here, the focal point of the interaction is the seeker's problem and how 

he/she feels about that problem. Rarely did it appear that discisssion was refocused onto 

the feeittgs or problems of the provider. Face management for the seeker, then, concerns 

the ways in, which his/her own, description of the eveiit/sitmitio,ri mitigate or aggravate lace 

threats ,for the provider. Items for the teitowship and competence face subscales were 

rewritten accordingly. Siunple fcllom^ship face items include 't'oiidemiis ,hi{v1ier own 

feelaigs" (low face support), "Acknowledges his/her own, feelings, but does not attempt to 

help the provider understand why those feelings are being experienced or how to cope 
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with them" (moderate face support), and "Provides an elaborated acknowledgment and 

explanation of Ms/her owa feeiiigs" (high face support). Sample iteim for competence 

face include "Belittles his./Iier efforts to handle the situation" (iow face supporl), "Suggests 

that he/she could do a better job handling the sitiation" (moderate fact support), and 

"Expresses actoiiratioii of how he/she is handing the situation without any reservation" 

(high fece support). Autonomy fiice items were not revised. 

The resulting coclliig scheme was dubbed, the Fiice Interaction. Support. Coding 

Scheme (FISCS). It is comprised, of two versions, one tor the provider (see Appendix O) 

and one for the seeker (see Appendix ,P), I5ach version consists of 27 items, cottf)rised of 

three subscales. Each subscale co.ntaifis nine itenis, arrayed liom low to high siippoit for 

that type of &ce. .Items were assessed with 7--point likert scales. 

Preliminmy reMabiiUks. Ciradiiate student cod.ers, working iiidepeiKleiitly, rated 

the level, of jfacework exMbited diraig the interaction, with one pair focusing on the seeker 

and one pair tbciising on the provider. Each, pair of coders received .ti3ur hours of training, 

which included discussion of the conceptuaHization and logic of the scheme, re view of 

speciic items, aod practice coding of three dyads from the sample. Codiii.g was done .from 

audio tapes, thereby eliiiiinating the visual but not the vocalic aspects of the interaction. 

Reliability was checked aier each pair had completed 23% (16/70 dyads) of the sample. 

Given the lO-iniimte length of the interaction, coders niade assessments of 5-inin.iite 

blocks of the interaction. Su.bset|uetttly, those two ratings lor each coder were averaged 

for each item. Da.ta for the re.liaWlity check was first received from tlie coders rating the 

support seeker, Iratially, each subscale was treated as a Merai'cMcally arranged set of 
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items that move .from more negative forms of support to more positive ibrras of support. 

As such, the midpoint of the scale (item 5) would be the pomt at which the tenor of the 

item shifts, and the first four items of eiich siibscale were recoded accordingly. However, 

initial refebility checks indicated that reliable subscales could be obtained by recoding the 

first six items of each subscale, rather than just the &st four, fnteritem reliabilities using 

Cronbach's alpha for Coder A and Coder B, respectively, were as follows: .85 and .80 for 

fellowship fece (retaiiiiiig all atne items), .74 and ,80 for competence lace (removing item 

7), and .46 and .70 for autonomy face (removing items 6, 7, and 9). fnterrater reliabilities 

using the intraclass correlation coefficieEt were. .78, .80, and .41 for fellowship, 

competence, and autonomy, respectively. Preliroinai'y ioteriteiii, reliabilities for the support 

provider using Cronbach's alpha for Coder A and Coder B, respectively, vvere as follows: 

.86 and .89 for feUowship fece (retaining all iiiiie items), .89 and .87 for competence face 

(retaining all nine items), and .79 and. .71 for autonomy lace (removing itenis 5 and 6). 

Interrater reliabilities using the iiitraclass correlation coefficient were .84, .87, and .55 for 

fellow^ship, competence, and autonomy, respectively. 

Finai relmhUities. For the support seeker, .iiiteritem reliabilities using Crontech's 

alpha for Coder A aiid Coder B, respectively, m?ere as follows: .83 and .82 for fellowship 

•face (removing items 1,2, and 7), .78 and .83 for competence lace (removing items 1,6, 

and 7), and ,74 and .75 for autonomy lace (removing items 7 and 9). fnterrater reliabilities 

usmg the iiitraclass correlation coefficient were .71, .77, and .52 for {fellowship, 

competence, aid autonomy, respectively. For the support provider, iiiteritem reliabilities 

using Cronbach's alpha for Coder A and Coder B, respectively, were as follows: .91 and 
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.89 for fellowship face (retaining all nine items), .93 and .89 for competence face 

(retaining all nine items), and .90 and .77 for atitonoiny lace (removing item 5). Interrater 

reliabilities using the intractes correlation coefficient were .72, .82, and .56 for fellowsliip, 

competence, and autonomy, respectively. 

Relationships among the three siteales were exatraned for potentid 

multicolliiiearity problems. For the support provider, bivariate correlations revealed 

strong positive rehtionsMps among the subscales: r (70) =•* .78 for fellowship and 

competence, r (70) •= .71 for fellowship and autonomy, and r (70) = .83 for competence 

and autonomy. Given these strong correlations, a method was employed whereby each 

subscale was regressed on the other two (Lewis-Beck, 1980). Affison (1999) proposed 

several criteria for estimatmg collinemity, including R"'s abo ve .60 when regressing 

independent variables against one another, tolerances below .40, and variance inflation 

lactors above 2.50. For fellowsMp, the R' was .63, tolerance was .32, and VIF was 3.17; 

for competence, the R'"^ was .76, tolerance was .49, and VIF was 2.03; for autonomy, the 

R- was .70, tolerance was .39, and VIF was 2.57, There was some evidence, then, of 

multicoilioearity along multiple criteria. 

For the support, seeker, there was no evidence ofimilticollinearity. Bivariate 

coiTelations among the subscales were all non-significant: r (70) = -.09 for fellowship and 

competence, r (70) = .02 for fellowship and autonomy, and r (70) = .18 for competence 

and autonomy. When, regressing the variables against one another, the R^'s ranged from 

.01 to .04, tolerances ranged from .97 to .99, and VlF'.s ranged Iroiii 1.00 to 1.03. 

This di,fterence between provider a.nd seeker may 'be due to two fectors. On the 
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one hand, il may te m artifiict of the way in which different pairs of coders used the 

scales. On the other hand, it may mam. that providers wlio used one type of fecework 

tended to use others as well, while seekers who used one type of facework may not 

necessarily have used another. At the present level of devefopnKiit of the coding scheme 

it is not possible to disentangle these possibilities. When examining results, however, the 

evidence of niulticollinearity among sup|»rt providers should be borne in mind. 

Coding Ctmmrmtioml Inmhemeni in the Intemciiom 

Involvemeni and pleasantness. Although all interactions involve nonverbal cues 

and belmviors, rarely has aonvei'bal comniunicatioii been examined k conjunction "with 

verbal social support:. There are two promineiit approaches to examioing nonverbal 

commumcation, the microscopic approach and macroscopic approach (Cappella, 1991; 

Scherer & Ekimm, 1982). The micro-approach involves detailed codiiig of specific 

objective 'behavioral indicators. The advantages of such an approach include precision, and 

"allov^ing an empirical basis for the later procedure of collapsing categories into more 

integrative ones" (Scherer & Ekmaii, p. 35). However, obtaining these precise estimates 

often involves costs in terms of equipment and training; further, empirically derived 

categories may be unstable across studies and difficult to interpret. The macro-approach 

involves laving raters make jiidgroents of behavior based on more global, composite 

measures. Although sacrificing precfeion and micro-level integration, micro-approaches 

have the advantages of being more efficient and of providing assessments ttet may be 

more consonant with the way interaclaats process nonverbal information (Biirgoon & 

Baesler, 1991). 
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This micro/iimcro distlitction is similar to the dilettmia facing the social support 

interaction researcher. Namely, one might transcribe interactions and code on an 

utterance-by-utta-ance t>asis, or one night attempt to make ratings fi'om the interaction 

itself, llie goal of the present investigation was to de velop scwia! support scales to serve 

the latter ptirpose. To .maintain parallelism Ixitweeii measiireinent approaches, a roacro-

approacli was adopted for exajtraiiing coiwersationa! iovolvemeiit. Two clmemsions, 

ievolvemeitt and pleasantness, were examined utiiizing scales developed by Burgoon. and 

associates (Bwrgoon, Ebesu, While, Kock Alvaro, & KikiicM, 1998; Burgoon, & Le Poire, 

1999; Burgoon, Le Poire, & Roseiillial, 1995; Burgoon, Miczo, & Miczo, 2001), 

iiivolvenient was assessed with six items designed to measure the extent to which the 

ioteractant was engaged in the interaction (e.g., "very imiftvoived/very involved," "very 

noniimaiiediate/veiy iminediate"). Plejisaiitness was measured by three items designed to 

capture the degree of positive alfect exhibited by the interactant (e.g., 'Ver}' 

unpleasant/very pleasant," "very cold/very wami"). Items were rated with 7-point 

semantic differentia! scales, with higher scores indicating greater involvement and 

pleasantness. See Appendix Q. 

Two graduate student coders rated each interactant separately. Coders received 

two hours of traiiiitig, wMcli included discussion of concepts and practice coding using 

interactions nnrelated to the present study. Coding was done from videotafjes,' For the 

support seeker, iiiteritem reliabilities using Cronbacli's alpha for Coder A and Coder B, 

respectively, were as follows: .90 and .74 for involvement (retaining aill 6 iteins), and .94 

and .93 for pleasantness (retaining all 3 items). Interrater reliabilities asing the ktracla&s 
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correlation coefficient were .72 and .69 for involvenient and, pleasantness, respectively. 

For the support provider, mteritem reiiabilities using Croiitech's alpha for Cc>d€r A and 

Coder B, respectively, were as follows: .96 ami J8 for involvemeiit (retaining all 6 items), 

and .96 and .95 for pleasmtness (retaining all 3 items). Interrater reliaMlltfes using the 

mtraclass correiatioii coeflJcieot were .84 and .82 for involvement and pieasantness, 

respectively. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

Preliminary Amlyses 

As a preliminary step, several descriptive analyses were conducted. First, the types 

of problems discussed by support seekers were examined. With respect to the goal 

striving involved, 54% were agetitic-achieveroent oriented, 27% were commtinal-

interpersonai, 19% were ciassified as "other." Table 1 presents the classiicalioii of 

problems by life event doniain. The majority of problems (46%) were in the area.s of 

school and work (acliieveraent-oriented domaies), with a smaller percentage (17%) being 

tamily-related. Additioimlly, seekers rated their problems as fairly stressful (M = 3.79, SD 

= .67) and somewhat uncontrollable = 2.93, SD = 1.14). Coders leaded to 

corroborate  these  assessments ,  ra t ing seekers '  problems as  fe i r ly  ser ious  {M- 3.39,  SD = 

.62). Finally, there were positive correlations between the coders' ratings of seriousness 

and seekers' ratings of both stressfulness, r (68) = .32, j? < .01, two-tailed, and 

controllability, r (68) = .28, p < .05, two-tailed. Thus, the more seekers appraised their 

problems as stressful and uncontrollable, the more outside observers tended to perceived 

the problems as serious. 

Additional analyses were conducted to assess whether various personal or 

relational characteristics might affect the type of problem discussed. Independent samples 

t-tests revealed. o.o significant ditfcrences on either stressfiilne.ss or contro liability l»sed on 

the sex of the support seeker. A oneway ANOV A revealed a near significant eflect for 

relationsliip status on stressfulness, F(2,66) = 2M,p< ,10. Individuals who were 



Table 1 

Summary qf Support Seeker Pmblems by Life Event Domam 

84 

Event Domain n % 

,l. School (e.g., started or timshed school, tailed a course, 18 26 

chifflged schools). 

2. Other (e.g., change in, rebitionsMp with a neiglibor, mjor decision 15 21 

regarding the future, commuitity crMs). 

3. Work and Finance (e.g., loss of job or start of new job, change 1,4 20 

itt work respo,nsibilities, trouble with 'boss or co-worker). 

4. Family (e.g., serious injury or illness, death of a, friend, or family 12 17 

member, divorce in the taniily). 

5. Home (e.g., move to a better or worse neighborhood, move to a 6 9 

diiferent town, change in living conditions). 

6. Legaf (e.g., dealing with court, system or motor vehicle division, .loss 5 7 

or damage to personal property). 
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imrried (M = 4.08, S£) = .66) tended to rate tiieir probleim as more stressliil, followed by 

those  who were  ser iously  dat ing (M = 3.76,  SD ~ .65) ,  and those  wk)  were  engaged {M-

3.55, SD = .59). The analysis for coritroilabillty was not significant. Pearson correlations 

revealed no sigiiiicatit associations tor stressfolness and coMrollaWlily with seeker's age. 

the length of time couples had been together, or the seeker's relatioual satisfaction. 

Correlational analyses were also undertaken to explore the impact of prior 

discussion, on a number of variables. Previous discussion, of the problem, was not related 

to stressfuliiess or controllabiMty. ,lt was significantly associated, witht «eker's age, r (68) 

= .25, p < .05, twt>-ta.i!ed, and with relational satisfaction, r (68) = 23, p « .05, two-taileci. 

It was also marginally associated witli the le».gth of time individuals had been part of a 

couple with their part.tier, r (68) == 22,p< AQ, two-tailed.. Thus, iti,dividuals who were 

oid.er, more satis.fied with their relationship aiid/or had been with their current partner 

longer, were more likely to have d,iscussed. the,ir proWeni prior to the interaction. 

Pre\ioiis discussion wa.s al.so examined as a potential covarlate in terms of,its 

correlations with relevant iodependent and dependent variables. The seeker's prior 

discussion, of the problem was negatively related to hls/lier own use of autonomy face, r 

(68) = -.27, p < .05, two-tailed. There were also near significant correlations w,ith the 

seeker's perception of the provider's lielpfiihess, r (68) = .20, p < . 10, two-tailed, and the 

provider's post--iB,teraction. ratings of stressfutaess, r (68) = 21, p < .10, two-tailed. Thus, 

the more seekers had discussed their problem with the,ir partner prior to the iiiteractio,o, 

the less autonomy they granted to the provide.r, but the .imre .helpfiil they perceived the 

provider as be,iii,g after the interaction, Providers also pe.rcelved tlie problem as more 
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stressful to the extent it had teen previously discussed. However, the paucity of 

significant findings suggests that prior discussion had. a iieglgible eftfect on the iirteraction 

itself. 

Linking Appraimls to Intemctkm Behavior 

Hypothesis 1 predicted that support seekers' appraisaJs of their probleitis as more 

stressful and more uncontrollable would be positively related to their own use of facework 

and conversational mvolvenieiit.. THs h>potliesis was tested using Pearson correlations. 

See Table 2. 

There was a near significant negative correlation between, stressfulness and 

involvement, r (70) = -.20, p < .10, two-tailed. Contrary to wliat was hypothesized, the 

more the seeker rated liis,/her problem as stressful, there was a tendency Ibr that person to 

be the less involved in the interaction. Examining Ikiework by type reveals a significant 

correlation, 'between stressfulness and fellowsMp face, r (70) = ,40,/> < .01, two-tailed. 

The more the seeker perceived his/her problem as stres&tM, the more s/,he engaged in 

fellowship facework. There was also a near signiicant negative relationship between 

stressfutoess and auto.nomy face, r (70) = -.20, p < . 10, two-tailed, ITiis suggests a trend 

such that the more the seeker rated his/her problem as stressfol, the more likely he/she was 

to be more demanding of the provider. 

With respect to controllability, there was a near sign,i,fica,iit correlation, between 

controllability and .fellowship fece, r (70) = .20, p < .10, two-tailed. Perceiving the 

probieni as unco,ritroliabie was associated with a greater focus on feelings and emotions. 

Overall-, g,iveii, that several con:elations were significsint at the JO ,level, and two of 



Table 2 

Correiatkms between Pre-wteractum Appraisals and Intemction Behavior for the 

Support Seeker 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 

Pre~interaction Appraisals 

1. Pre-Stress 

2. Pre~Control .16 

Interaction Behavior 

3. Involvement 1 o
 

-.15 — 

4. Pleasantness .17 -.02 .73** — 

5. Fellowship .40** .20t .07 .09 — 

6. Competence -.07 .07 .20t .31** ..09 — 

7. Autonomy -.20t .09 .33* 21* .02 .18 

** /; < ,01, * p < .05, t p < . 10. 

NOTE. Pre-kteractioii ratings refe to appraisals of one's own problem. 
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those were in the opposite direction to wiiat was liypothesfeeti it imist; l» concluded tlmt 

HI is moderately supported at best-

Research question 1 concemai wliether or not the seeker's appraisals of the 

problem would be related to the provider's interaction behavior. Coitelation analyses 

presented in Table 3 reveal a near significant negative relationship between seeker's rating 

of stressfolness an,d provider's pleasantness, r (70) == -.21, /> < .ItX Although weak, this 

association suggests that providers were less pleasant the more seekers were experiencing 

stress from, their problem,. Additiorsally, there were two significant co,rrektions between 

seeker perceptions of controllability and provider behavior. Specifically, controllability 

was associated with fellowship fece, r (68) == 28, p < .05, two-tailed, and competence lace, 

r (68) =- .3 l,p < .01, two-tailed. Thus, the more the seekers rated their problems as 

uncontrollable, the more providers responded empathically aod expressed approval, for 

how the problem was being imnaged. 

Research question 2 concerned whether or not support, providers' perceptions of 

their O^\TI problem would be related to their use of facework and conversational 

involvement d,iiring the interaction. This resairch question, was addressed u,sing Pearson 

correlations. See Table 4. There were no significant correlations between e,ither 

stressfiilness or controilabiiity and any of the components of fecework or coii,versatio»al 

involvenie.nt. Thus, there was no evidence that the provider's perceptions of his/her own 

problem affected liis/hei' interaction befavior. 

Hypothesis 2 predicted posit,ive relatiooships between the interaction behavior of 

the seeker and the intera,ctioii behavior of the provider. Table 4 presents the co,n'e,latiom 
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Table 3 

Cmrelaiiom between Pre-intemctkm Appraisals and fnieracikm Behm'mr for Seeker 

and Provider 

Support Seeker 

Pre-Stress Pre-Controi Iiivolvemeiit Pleasantness 

Support Prowler 

Pre-Interactkm Appmisak 

Pre-Stress .13 -.19 -.13 -.15 

Pre-Control -.15 i o
 

-.15 

Interaction Behavior 

Involvement -.10 -.07 .43** -.31** 

Pleasaotness -.211 .06 .44** 

FellowsMp .17 .13 .03 

Competence ,02 .31** .23t 27* 

Autojioniy .01 .12 .16 .15 

** p < .01, * /J < .05, t p < .10. 
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Table 3 (cont.'d) 

Correlaii&m between Pre4ntemetion Appmisais ami Interaction Behavior for Seeker 

and Provider 

Supimrt Seeker 

Fellowship Competence Autonomy 

Support Provider 

Pre~Interaction Appraisah 

Pre-Stress -.17 .13 -.07 

Pre-Control .10 -.16 -.12 

Interaction Behavior 

Involvement -.08 -.05 .01 

Pleasantness -.05 .12 .07 

Fellowship .26* .05 .27* 

Competence .32** .28* .31** 

Autononiy .11 .13 .31** 

**/ ;< .0L*p<.05,  t i jc . lO.  
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Table 4 

Correlations between Pre-interaction Appraisals and Iniemctim Behavior for the 

Support Provider 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 

Pre-ink'ntction Appraisals 

1. Pre-Stress 

2. Pre-Control JO* — 

Interaction Behavior 

3. Involvement .07 .13 — 

4. Pleasantness -.03 -.03 .83** — 

5. Fellowship -.01 .07 30* 27* — 

6. Competence -.10 -.16 .07 .28* .78** ... 

7. Autonomy .05 1 b
 

.10 .23t .71** .83** 

** p< .01, * p< .05, t /> < .10. 

NOTE. Pre-interaction ratings refer to appraisals of one's own problem. 
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between, the piirtners. Overall, a number of rektioiBlilps were significant, of moderate 

magiiitucie, aad in the hypothesized direction. More specifically, three additional points 

can be made. First, correlations between partners on the sane behavior were all 

sigoificant (e.g., partners' iiwolvement, partners' felowsMp face). Second, regarding 

conversatiooal involvement, only the provider's use of competence face was related to 

seeker's involvement and pleasantnm. Third, when exmnining relationships among the 

components of facework, there were diflmttg patterns fi»r competence and autonomy. 

The seeker's use of competence face was iiiirelated to anything except the provider's -use 

of competence face, whUe autonomy face was rekted to all the components. For 

providers, this pattern was reversed, with competence face 'being related to the other 

components. Taken together, these results provide siip|x?rt for H2. 

Linking Interaction Behavior m Outcomes 

The actor-partner interdependence model Facework is an inherently relational 

comtruct- That is, one person's ability to sustain the interactional identity she/e wants to 

project is a fiinction not only of her/his perfonnance, but also the partner's response to 

that perfonnance. Conceptually, then, one would expect partners to aifect one another's 

behavior. This reciprocity is reiected in Hypotheses 3 through 5 and Research questions 

3 and 4, which concern the extent to which individuals' interaction outcomes are a 

fiinction of teth their own and their partner's 'behavior. Such a position is problematic 

from the standpoint of traditional statistical approaches, which assume independence of 

data. Recent advances in statistical techmqne, however, allow researeJiers to treat non-

independent data, not as "a statistical niiiMince that should te controlled" (Kashy & 
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Keimy, 2000, p. 452), but as an important pro«ss in its own right. 

Before deciding up<m the most appropriate approach, an assessment should be 

made of the degree to which partners' scores are related. To do this, one miist determine 

whether dyad members are distingiiiskiMe or non-distingiusIiaMe (.Kasliy & Snyder, 

!995). As the nanie implies, dyads meiiibers are distiiiguisbaHe when they caii 'be sorted 

on the basts of some criterion, such as gender, lii the iion-distingijisliable case, dyad 

members are interchangeable (e.g., sa.tne-sex IMeiid&hIp pairs). In this study, dyads 

members are distifigulshaMe by role (seeker or provider). When this is the case, Pearson 

correktions can be utilized to exaBiine the degree of fnterdeijendence, Kashy and 

Levesque (2000) state that ioterdepeadence is determined by the correlations among the 

dependent variables, sind suggest, citing Myers (1979), that a liberal alpha of .20 be 

utilized for mikiiig the determination. An examiriation of the correlations reveals that 

post-interaction ratings of stressfiiliiess (r = .26), controllability fr .33), communication 

satisfaction (r = .45), and helpfliteess fr === 26) were significaElIy related at either the .05 or 

.01 alpha level. The correlation for ratings of typicality (r ,18) was not sigflificaiit. 

Overall, these results suggest that non-independence does exist in the data and a method 

should be employed which models that ik^t. 

Kashy and Levesque (2000) suggest that before conducting hypothesis tests, 

researchers showid "get to know" (p. 8) their data by exaiiiiiiing means, variances, and 

correlations between partners. When pMners are dlstiiigmishuMe on the basis of a 

categorical predictor, testing for meaii ditfereiices is possible, Tliiis involves Sttbtracting 

one partner's score from, the other's and iw»ing a one sample t-test to compare the mean 
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agaimt zero. For post-interaction, appraisals, there was a significant difference for 

stress&lness, t (69) = -2.94,/? < .05, with providers {M- 3.88, SD == .67) ratuig the 

problem, as more stressful than, seekers iM= 3.57, SD .78). There was also a .signiicaiit 

difierence in lielpfutoess ratings, t (69) « 2.34, p <• .05, with seekers {M~ 4.33, SD = .47) 

rating providers (M= 4,17, SD = .47) as more help&I than providers rated tliemselves. 

For interaction behavior, every pair of variables exliibited a sigoillcaiit ditference. Seekers 

(M = 5.57, SD =• .47) were more involved than providers (M = .5.28, SD = .6S), t (69) = 

3.82, p < .01; seekers (Af = 5.79, SD = .63) were more pleasant than, providers (M = 5.39, 

SD .81), / (69) - 4.95,p < .01. Further, seekers (A/-- 4.93, SD = .83) used more 

fellowship fecewo,rk than providers (M = 4.69, SD ~ .83), t (60) = 2.01, p = .05. 

Providers (M = 4,99, SD = .78) used more coiiipeteiJ,ce face%vork than seekers {M=- 4.65, 

SD = .65), i (69) = -3.30, < .01. Finally, seekers (M == 6.37, SD = .39) used more 

autonomy facework than providers (Af = 4.38, SD ~ .70), i (69) == 24,32, |>< .01. 

The second descriptive involves tests of di,ffereiitial variaice. Variances caii be 

compared by comput,ing sum, and difference scores for the partners and then correlating 

those scores (Kas,hy & Snyder, 1995). In the present data, there were three signi,ficaiit 

correlation,s. Partners' scores were significantly associated for invoIve,i,neiit, r (70) = -.37, 

/? < .01, pieasa,Qt:ness, r (70) = -.29, p < .05, and autonomy face, r (70) = -.54, p< .01. 

The sign of the eoiTeIatio,n indicates that in each case, it was the p,roviders who were more 

variable in their behaviors. 

The final desciiptive aimlysi.s co,ncenis differences tetween correlatiom. Although 

corre,iati,on,s am typically be compared using Fislier's r to 2 tra,osformatio.ii, when 
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correlations are not imiepewlent, the Steiger (!980) modification, of the Pearsoo-Filsoii 

test must be utilized (Kashy & Snyder, 1995). In the present data, this computation was 

only conducted when a given, correlation was significant for both partners. This resulted 

in, three pairs of correlatioiB being exaaimed. None of the coreelatioiis were signitlcanit: 

p!easa.ntiiess a,od co,mpetence face, z = .19, m, fe,l.lowsMp fece and commimicatioii 

satistactioii, r = .12, m, and fellowsMp .face a.nd help&taess, z = -.80, ms. 

Tiwee things caii be gleaned iTom this descriptive profile. First, individuals were 

responsive to the iiitera,ctioimi role they were p,kic€d iti, w,ith providers demomtratiag 

more var,i.ability on. some behaviors. Second, these results mirror the correlations in Table 

3 in suggesting that autonomy face was more salient for seekers, while competence face 

was more sa.l,ient for providers. TWrd, relationsMps between varia.bles did not. vary much 

between seekers aiul providers. 

In addit,ioii to the issue of distingiiishaHlit>-, a second consideration i]ni,volves the 

nature of the predictor variables, whether they are between, wifhui, or mixed (Kashy & 

Kenny, 2000; Kashy & Snyder, 1995). With between variables, members of the same 

dyad have the same score, but from dyad to dyad, scores may differ (e.g., a treatment 

condit,ioii). Within-dyad variables are suc h that each member of the pair has a different 

score, but when summed Jicross part.ners, the dyad .Ims the same score (e.g., gender in, 

heterosexual dyads). Mi.xed variables occur when, partners' .scores differ from one another 

and, when, combined, dyad .scores diflfer from one another. In t,he pre.sent case, all of the 

predictor variables are mixed variables, (jiven. this, the most appropriate techiiic|iie to 

e,mploy is the Actor-Partiier ,fnterdependence Model (,API,M; .Ka.sliy & Keo,ny, 2000; 
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Kashy & L,evesque, 2000; Kenny & Cook, 1999), The APIM uses a pooled-regression 

technique to estitmte actor and paitner effects (Kenny, 1,996). Actor effects are the 

effects of one's own score on a predictor variable on one's score on a dependent variable; 

partner effects are the eflects of one's partner's score on a. predictor variaMe on one's 

own score on a dependent variable. Kenny and Cook (1999) emphasiKd the importance 

of partner eifects by stating that the "|->artner eifect often captures the truly irterpersonal 

nature of relationships" (p, 435). Perliaps the main advantage of tJie APIM for this study 

is that, wfien the predictor variaMes are of the mixed type, actor and partner effects can be 

estimated directly (Campbell & Kashy, 2002).^ 

Recently, Campbell and Kashy (2002) described how to y.se the APIM employing 

PROC MIXED ill SAS. This approach involves creating a data ile in which each person's 

scorc on the dependent variable and both partners' scores on the predictor variables ai"e 

entered as a line of data. In the analysis, the predictor variables are centered and the 

regression coefficients in the resultant output are unstandardized. Tables 5 provides the 

results for the APIM analyses. It also includes the covariance parameter estimates, which 

provide iiiformation about variance and covariance. The compound symmetry estmiate is 

based on an equal degree of nonindependence between partners. Dividing this estimate 

between the sum of the compound symmetry and residual estimates "'provides an estimate 

of the degi*ee of nonindependence within a couple after controlling for the predictor 

variables in 'the model" (Campbell & Kashy, 2002, p. 332). 

Testing the Hvporheses and Research Quesihm 

Hypothesis 3 predicted that perceptions of the provider's helpfiilness would 'be 
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Acior-Partmr Inter dependence Model for Intemcikm Outmmes 
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Helpfiikess 

Regression Coefficients 

Actor Involvement ".03 

Actor Pleasantness .05 

Actor Fellowship .12=^ 

Actor Competence .04 

Actor Autonomy .05 

Partner Involvement -.02 

Partner Pleasaotiiess .08 

Partner Fellowship .00 

Partner Competence .12t 

Partner Autonomy -.02 

Covariance Parameter Estimates 

CS .03 

Residual .16 

Coni-Sat Post-Stress Post-Control 

-.18 .14 -.13 

.15 -.15 -.08 

.13* .16t .21 

.08 .Oi .06 

-.01 -.20t -.04 

.23t -.12 -.60t 

-.11 .08 .65* 

.08 .15t .21 

.07 -.02 .08 

-.06 -.06 -.07 

.09 .1,2 .32 

.13 .41 .89 

** I? < .01, * /J < ,05, t p < .10. NOTE, Coiii-Sat = CoKiiiiimication Satisfaction. 



Table 5 (cont.'d) 

Actor-Partmr Interdependence Model far Interaction Outcomes 

Typicality 

Regression Cmfficients 

Actor Iiivolvemeot -.12 

Actor Pleasantness .05 

Ac-tor Fellowship . ir* 

Actor Competence .08 

Actor Autonomy -.13 

Partner Involvement .46** 

Partner Pleasantness -.22 

Partner Fellowship -.14* 

Partner Competence .20* 

Partner Autonomy •^.06 

Covariance Parameter Estimates 

CS .08 

Residual .24 

** p  < Al ,*  p  < .05, t p < .10, NOTE. Com-Sat = Cooimuinicatioii Satistaction. 
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positively predicted by both, partners' levels of fecework and coeversiitiotial iiwolvement. 

There was a significant actor effect for feltowship lace (b =• .12), and a near significant 

partner effect for coinpctence face (b = .12). The degree of nomiidependence t>r this 

analysis was. 16, These results suggest that ;perceptions of provider iicipfuliiess were 

influenced by one's own focus on the feelings of the seeker, with the partner's emphasis 

on how the problem was being mamged making some, albeit a weaker, contribution. 

Overall, these results provide partiai support for H3. 

Hypothesis 4 predicted that commuoication satisfaction would be .positively 

predicted by both partners' levels of facework. and conversational involvement. There was 

a significant actor effect for fellowship lace (b == .13), and a near sigiiiicant partner efliect 

for involvement (b == .24). Tiie degree of nonindependence for this analysis was .41. 

Overall, H7 is partially supported; communication satistaction is determined by one's own 

use of fellowship face and, to a weaker degree, the involvement level of one's partner. 

Hypothesis 5 predicted that post-interaction perceptions of the stressfulness of the 

seeker's problem would be negatively predicted by both partners' levels of facework and 

conversational, involvement. There were three refatioiisMps that approached significance: 

an actor effect for fellowship lace (b = .16), an actor effect for autonomy face (b = -.20) 

and a partner eflect fellowship face (b = .15). The degree of nonindependence in this 

analysis was .23, Hypothesis 8 ivS not supported. Although the actor effect for autonomy 

face was in line with predictions, it feM sho rt of conventional significance levels. Further, 

the neat significant actor and partner eiiects for fellowship fiice were contrary to the 

hypothesis, and suggest a tendency for partners' orientation towjird the seekers' feelings 
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to be associated with iii,crea»jd post-kteradion perceptions of problem stressilitness. 

Research question 3 asked whether or not post-kteraction perceptions of problem 

controJlabliity would be aftectecl by both partners' levels of facework and convcrsiitional 

iEvolvement, There was a significant pjulner effect for pleasantness (b = .65) and a oear 

signiticant partner efiect tor involvement (b = -.60). The degree of nonkdepeiMlettce for 

this aiialysis was .26. These results suggest that the partner's use of pteasantaess was 

related to perceiving the problem as inore uncontrollable after the ioteraction. On the 

other hand, there was a weaker tendency tor partner's involvement to be assockted with 

decreased appraisal of the problem as uncontrollable. 

Research question 4 concemed the role of typicality ratings in relation, to 

iiiteractloii behavior. There was a significant actor e,ftect lor ,feIlowship face (b - .18), and 

sigmtlcant partner effects for involvement (b - .46), fellowship face (b = -.14), and 

competeace ,face (b == .20). The degree of nonind.ependeiice ,ft>r this ana,iysis was .08. 

Thus, kidividiials perceived the interaction as typical to the ext,ent that their partners were 

involved in the discussion. The use of tellowship face exhibited opposite results, with 

one's own use of fellowship face resulting iii greater typicality, but the part,ner's use of 

fellowship face resulting in lower tj'picality. Filially, the partner's use of competence fece 

also resulted in greater ratings of typicality. 
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CHAPTER, 4 

DISCUSSION 

The present investigation sought to fiirtiier our imderstaiiding of supportive 

comiBiinicatioii by ptirsiikg two objectives. Ilie first was to develop a coaceplual and 

empirical approach to social support traiisactioffi; that was rooted in a theory of 

interaction. Toward tiiat end, the Coiiaiiimicatioji Model of Facework (CMF; Lira & 

Bowers, 1991) was employed, to guide the constructioii of the Face Interaction Support: 

Codmg Scheme (FISCS). In this coding scheme, greater displays of facew<5rk. jure posited 

to be generally more competent because they support the face wants that liiidergiird 

interactional identities. In the case of social support, those wants center aroiuid the 

emotioas and actions of the seeker. Thus, for both pailtters, higher scores on, fellowship 

face imply a greater focus on, and willingness to explore, the ,feelings of tlie seeker. 

Greater scores on competence ,face translate into greater e?q)ressio,as of approval and 

approbation by both partners for how the seeker ,is handling the sitLiation. Aad greater 

scores on aiito,ooiny 'fece suggest a greater willingness on the part of both partners to be 

somewliat tentative and indirect (i.e., tactihl) when, discussing what sh,o«,H be done about 

the situation. The difference between co.i,npeteiice and autonomy, then, is the difference 

between ,foctising on what has been, or is being, done versus what should be done alx>ut 

the probiem-

The seco.nd obiective was to test a model that linked together appraisals, 

supportive comniiiiiication, and relevant interaction outcomes. According to that model, 

the support process is initiated when an individual appraises an event or situalion as 
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stressful, assesses resources for dealiitig with the stressor, and concludes that others must 

be drawii upon in order to alleviate the burden of the problem. At this tertiary level of 

appraisal, the individual must decide whom to seek out for support and how to go about 

approaching that person. The delicate and sensitive nature of many stressors brings to the 

fore identity, impression, and relational concerns for both partners. Managing these 

dilemmas is the heart of relatioaship-focused coping. Tlie CMI'' is well-siuted to 

addressing this form of coping because of Its focus on acceptaice, respect, ami freedom of 

action. The first two concerns parallel a focus on feelings and actions, respectively, that 

Ms 'been at the heart of the stress and coping paradigm (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). In 

testing this model, the Actor-Partner Interdependence Model {Kashy & Kenny, 2000; 

Keimy & Cook, 1999) was employed to capture the iinpact of both partners" behavior. 

Additionally, the present investigation included reappraisals as a key component of more 

recent formulations of the support process (Burleson & Goldsmith, 1998). 

Results of the analyses support the findings of other researchers that feelings and 

emotions play a prominent role in supportive interactiotis. An, increased use of fellov^'ship 

fece was related to pre- and post-interaction appraisals of problem stressfulness, as weU as 

perceptions of communication satisfaction, provider help&toess, and the typicality of the 

interaction. With respect to competence lace aiid autonomy face, results were mixed. 

The provider's use of competence tiice was related to the interaction behavior of the 

seeker, while the seeker's use of autonomy fece was related to the ijiteractioii behavior of 

the provider. Further, the partner's use of competence fece was related to increased 

perceptions of provider helpfulness, while one's own use of autonomy fece was related to 
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perceiving l:he problem as less stressftnl following the interaction. Regarding 

conversational involvement, involvement aiid pleasjinttiess exhibited, opposite partner 

efl'ects with controllability: increased partner involvemeiiit mm related to perceiving the 

problem as more controllable after the interaction, %vMle Increased partner pleasantness 

was related to appraising the problem as more uncontrollabte. Finally, partner 

involvement was also related to increased communication satisfaction and greater 

perceptions of interactioii typicality. In interpreting these results, it must be kept in mind 

that a nuinber of them were tantalizingly close to significance and need to be replicated to 

establlsli their validity. However, given that the construction of the coding scheme 

necessitated a somewhat exploratory approach, these near significant findings have been 

considered noteworthy. 

Linking Appraisals to Interaction Behavior 

Hypothesis one predicted that as seekers evaluated their problem as more stressful 

and less controllable, they would display more facework and conversational involvement 

during the interaction. This hypothesis was generally not supported. There was, however, 

a significant correlations between stressfufcess and use of fellowship face, and near 

significanl negative associations between stressfMness and autonomy face and 

iiwolvement. These results suggest that the more stressful seekers rated their problem, the 

more focused they were on their feelings, wliile also being less involved in the 

conversation and more demamfing of providers. Tliis hyjxithesis was teised on Collins and 

Feeney (2000), who found that the more seekers rated thea* problem, as stressllil, the more 

they engaged in direc,t support-seeking, which has been described as more competent 
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behavior. If direct sitfjport-seeking mcl displays of tacework can totli be labeled as 'forms 

of competent commmicatioii, then the lack of support for this hypothesis is curious. A 

closer examamtion of their measure of direct siipport-seeking, however, sheds light on 

these discrepaj'it findings. Their measure was acttially a composite created by combining 

several variables, inciudiitg emotional disclosure, instrumental disclosure, ask (directly 

asking for help), and pout (iionverbai expressiom of distress, iiicliidiiig ctyiiig and 

pouting). These latter two variables were derived from the SABCS (Eiai'be« & 

Curmingham, 1995), where they are classified as direct forms of support seeking. 

Disclosmg feelings is very similar to the expression and elaboration of feelings capt ured by 

fellowship face, whereas directly asking Ibr help would fall under the purview of 

autonomy fk;e. Nonverbal expressions of distress should be somewhat similar to social 

anxiety behaviors, one of the dimeMons of involvement originally included by Coker and 

Burgoon (1987). Tlius, in both studies, as stress increased, seekers talked more about 

their feelings, were more anxious, and more demanding of assistance. The primary 

difference is that, m the FISCS, ask and pout would 'be classified as more face-threatening 

forms of behavior. 

The second part of hypothesis one concerned controEabflity. In partial support of 

the hypothesis, there was a near significant correlation, with fellowship face. It is 

interestiig that both appraisals resulted in seekers expressing and exploring their feeltjigs. 

This supports the contention that talking alxjut feelings is crucial to the resolution of 

problematic situations. Wliat is noticeably absent in the case ofconimlbbliity are the 

associations with involvement and autonomy. In other words, when a problem was 
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iincotttrolJable, biil not necessarily highly stressful seekers did not seem to resort to the 

more face-ttireateiiing fbnns of behawor which, ctiaracterizjsd high stress. 

Rssearcli question. o,rie revealed some correlations between the seeke.r's pre-

mteraclio,ii a.ppraisa.ls and the provider's mte]ract.bn. behavior. Specifically, the more 

seekers' rated their proMems as stresafiil, the less pleasant prov.id.e.rs were dutiiig the 

.in.teractio,o. Further, the more seekers appraised their problem as uncoatrollabte, the more 

providers used more feliowsMp face and competence face. Juxtaposing these .results with 

those of HI suggests tliat appraisals ha¥e differaitial kipact upo.a iBteractions. Horowitz 

et al. (2001.) argued tliat distress is an internal experience which can no I be directly 

obse.rved. Rather, "the listener is privy only to that small fraction of the experience that 

the speaker is able and willing to divulge" (p. 59). It is ;possi.Me that distress expresses 

itself more indirectly, in the form, of reduced involvement and greater demands for 

solutions. Perhaps as a response to these indirect expressions, providers become less 

pleasant. Controllability, on the other hand, .refers to actions undert-akeii to deal with the 

stressor. Sech actions are more directly observable and focmsing on those aspects of the 

problem may allow provid.ers to .fee! like they've exerted a helpful inluence (Pe.rri.tte5 

1993). It .must also be pointed out thiit seeker controBaMity was related lor the provider 

to both a willingness to exp.lore feelings and a teadeiicy to praise the affbrts of the seeker. 

This supports the viewpoint that attewiing to problem- and ein,olion-fociised cop.iiig 

efforts is im:po.rta.iil to supportive interactions. 

.Research question, two Involved the prov,idef's pre-interactioti appraisals ofMs/lier 

own. problem and Ms./her .interaction tehavior. There were no significant correlatiom 
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between either of the appraisals and any aspect of teliavior. This resjearcli c|uestio»s was 

guided by the cat! to incorporate tlie provider perspect ive within the study of social 

support (Du%, 1993). Certainly providers have problems of their own, and it is 

reasonable to conclude ttet, at times, their appraisals of their own problems would aflect 

how they respond to seekers. Ttat did not seem to lie the case here. It must be home in 

mind that, in an effort, to coimterbaiance sex, individuals were assigned alternately to the 

role of seeker or provider. This resulted iii a, situation, where providers rated their own 

problems as more stressful than, seekers (although the difference was not significant) and 

where the correbtion between stressfiilness and coiitrollaHlity tor providers was 

significant (see Table 3). It would appear, then, that providers are able to put aside t.heir 

own problems and focus on their partners. However, the possibility that, under some 

conditions, this might not a.lways be the case awaits forther research. 

ITie second hypothesis predicted belmvioral reciprocity between seeker and 

provider. This hypothesis received a great deal of support, though most signiicant 

correlations were .moderate in magnitude. A basic tenet of tacework approaches is that 

facework is a cooperative venture. That is, iiiteractants do not automaticiiily support each 

other's fiice, but rather, reiid.er their support contingent upon that which is received. 

Support.ioig thai view, in every case, the association between matched behaviors was 

significant. .An interestin.g ditference emerged, however, for patterns of competence and 

autonomy. The seeker's use of competence face was only related to the provider's use of 

competence, whereas the provider's use of coiiipete.fice was related to the seeker's 

involvement, pleasantness, lellowship lace, competence lace, and autonomy lace. On the 
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other hand, the provider's use of autonomy face was only related to the seeker's use of 

autonomy, while the seeker's me of autonomy was rebtecl to the provider's fellowship, 

competeBce, and autonomy fece. This suggests that the extent to wMdi seekers praised 

their own efforts did not have much impact upon providers' behavior, whereas it did 

matter for providers to praise the seekers' efforts; on the other hand, providers' 

tentativeness and tactfulness did not have much impact on seekers' behavior, but it did 

matter for seekers to be tactful in asking the provider for solutions. These results fit with 

the idea of supportive dilemmas (Aibredit & AdeltJian, !987; GoidsriMth & Parks, 1990), 

Seekers may be especially seasitive to criticism of how they are handling the situation, 

while providers may be sensitive to being iiMposed upon, to solve the problem. Tiie extent 

to which the partner is sensitive to these diletnmas appears to affect the interaction 

between them. 

Linking Interaction Behavior to Jnteraclion Outcomes 

One of the strengths of this investigation, was that it employed the APIM (Ksishy & 

Kenny, 2000). The number of significant correlations between partners argued for 

utilizing some approach to capturiiig their interdependence. Wh.en, dyad members are 

distinguishable, and the variables are mixed, the A,PIM- allows for such a separation of 

a.ctor and partner effects. Reflecting upon the results of their study, Collins and Feeiiey 

(2000) stated that "neither the support seeker nor the caregiver is solely respo,risible for 

the outcome of an interaction" fp, 1067). As discussed belo w, the findings fi*om this .study 

support that contention. Additionally, the descriptive statistics ,reconira.end.ed by Kashy 

and Levesque (2000) revealed that partners did seem responsive to thek interaction role. 
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Itt particular, support seekers displayed greater cotwersatkmal involvement and facework 

(except for coiapetence lace). 

Hypothesis three predicted that perception of provider's tielp&teess would be 

predicted by both partners' levels of fecework and conversational involvement. Tfe 

hypothesis was partially supported with a significant actor effect tor fellowship face and a 

near significant partner efect for competence face, Hilkansson and Montgomery (2003) 

argued that empathy involves tuidersfanding, similarity, aid expressions of concern, with 

this latter being demonstrated by being attentive, listeimig and respoadmg, and helping the 

individual in. distress. The m.easure of helpfiitoess employed in this study captured many of 

those iacets, .reflective of the close relationship between helpfulness and empathy at the 

behavioral levd. The significmit actor effect tor fellowship face suggests tiat one's ovwn 

orientation toward the einotioas of the seeker was primarily responsible for perceiving the 

provid,er as .having been helpfiil, HIk£insso,n aid Montgomery fbimd that the emotions 

being experienced by the person in distress were a focal point for both themselves and for 

empathiz-ers. The authors concluded that "it appears that the target's emotio.ns may be 

seen as a constituent of the empathy e.xperience that is shared, by eiBpathizer and targef 

(p. 281). These .results support that conclutsioo aiid suggest that this focus on emotions is 

a prinnary aspect of w,hat it means for providers to be helpful. 

There was also a near slgEificairt. partner eflect for competence face, such that the 

more one's partner expressed approval for how the situation was being iiatidled, the mo.re 

p,roviders were perceived as having been tie,lp,JM, TMs result msiy be explained by 

re.teren.ce to the concept of active coping. Dunkel-Schetter, Folkman, and La2arus (1987) 
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suggested that tlie coping efforts undertaken by a distressed itidividual also fierve as cues 

to others aixiiit what is needed or desired. Further, they cfeiim that "it is considerably less 

threatening to ofter help to someone who does not seem too distressed or who ajppears to 

be coping weM" (p. 78). A greater degree of competence face, therefore, is similar to this 

fonn of active coping. When support seekers engage in greater competence lace, 

providers may feel that they have been able to be helpful, because seekers ha¥e provided 

them with enough cues and inlonmation that they can make a meaiiinglM contribution. 

Similarly, when, providers engage in grea.ter competence tk:-e, seekers may .feel that the 

provider has demonstrated understanding, responsi¥et(.ess, and attentiveness, all. aspects of 

heipfaliiess. 

The fourth hypothesis predicted tkit comraunication satislsictioii. would te 

predicted by both partners' facework. and conversationa! iiwolvement. This hy|3othesis 

was partia.lly supported with an actor effect for feMowship fece and a near significant 

partner eflect for invoivement, HecM's (1978) iweasure of satistaction concems the extent 

to w,hich positive expectations have been fulfilled. Thus, it more neatly captures 

relationship-focused coping, or how .individuals manage the reIat.ionship in. the mi.d.st of 

managing the problem. Assuming that greater use of facework .is more competent, it was 

one's own level of competence, rather than one's paitners, tkit resulted in greater feelings 

of satisfaction after the interaction. The analysis suggests that this was predonninaitt.ly due 

to greater use of fellowhship face. Insofar as ei.iiotio.iria! support may 1» pfirticulaily 

desired and expected from. c.Iose others (Burleson., 2003), it is perhaps not siiiprisifi.g that 

the greater use of person-centered comforting woiikl result in gi'eater interactio.n 
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satisfaction, Ttie tinding Ibr iinivo!veti«iit n,wy be explained with, reference to this 

partictilsu' dependent measure, in a study such as this, where partners were not itislmcted 

to alter their conversational 'beliavior in any piuticuiar lasMon, their beliaviors may be less 

saKent to them than the behaviors of their partner. For seekers, a partner's increased 

involvement level my signal a greater degree of empathic responding. On the other hand, 

for providere, a partner's iucreased involvement level may indicate active coping eftbrts. 

If seekers desire empathy, and providers desire oiore clear signs of pcirtner coping, the 

result would be the fuMillaient of'positive expectations for the interaction. 

Hypothesis live predicted that appraisals of problem stress&lness would be 

negatively predicted by lioth partners' use of facework and conversational involvement. 

This hypothesis was not supported. The analysis produced near significant eflects for 

actor and partner use of fellowship face. Additionally, a near significant actor eifect for 

autonomy was found that was in the hypothesized direction. Greater use of facework is 

posited to be more competent because it is more sensitive to the dilemmas inherent in the 

support process. Two possibilities might account tor the unexpected findings. First, it is 

possible that when making post-interaction appraisals, individuals use their partner's 

behavior to make attributions about the nature of the problem. In other words, they 

reason that the problem must be serious because the partner responded in such a .sensitive 

manner. A second possibility is that the immediate effect of discussing a sensitive issue is 

tliat it is seen as more problematic fflid that there is a temporal lag tefore emotions can be 

integrated, or plans of action put into eflect Some evidence for this interpretation is 

provided by Smyth, Tnie and Souto (2001), who found tliat individuals instructed to write 
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a narrative about their most traumatic experience reported increased avoMant tliinkiiig 

even five weeks Jater. Although the aothors argue that narrative organization is essential, 

to improved health, retbcusing upon problematic experiences may also serve a sensitizing 

fimctioB that magnifies distress. 

Whfle both partners' focus on. feelings resulted in greater perceived stressfulness, 

one's own use of autonomy face resulted in, less stressfotoess. Recall that the more 

stressful the problem was oiig.inaIy, the more seekers, and inevitably providers, .tbciised 

on feelings. The more both partners .focused on feelings in a sensitive manner, the more 

they perceived the problem fis unpleasant and upsetting for the seeker. However, as 

stressfulness increased, seekers were also more demanding. It is possible that the more 

demanding they were, the less stress&l they perceived the problem aier the interacti,oa 

Further research ought to investigate that possibility that while, generally, sensit.ivity to 

tace concenis is preferred, at times, seekers need to be more face-threatening .in order to 

have their needs met. 

Research question 3 concerned relationships between interaction behavior an.d 

appraisals of coiitrollabUity. With respect to this resea.rch question, there was a significant 

partner effect for pleasantness and a near signiicant partner elfect tor involvement. 

However, the direction of the relationships were opposed, w.ith involvement being related 

to decreased appraisals of the problem as iincontrollable and pleasantn,ess 'being related 

.increased, appra.i.sa.l.s of the problem as uncontrolbbie. This curious pattern of results 

supports .Burgoon's (1994) distinction 'between the involveoient .level of IriteRictants and 

the affective tone of their interaction. While it would seem that temg positive would be 
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beneficial, during a siip|x>itive interaction, it is fdso possible for pleasantness to be 

mterpreteci, as merely being p<>ltte. The perception that the partner's positivfty is not 

genuine may result in the feeling that the problem is worse tfian one thought. That is, the 

partner is trying to put the best face on a problem tJmt he/she really thiiiks Is 

iwmianageable. On the other hand, a partner may be less pleasant but very much involved 

ill the cottversation. Involvement in the fivrm of engagement, expressiveness and 

attentiveness may signal to the person that the partner is trwly mterested in the problem 

and truly believes that something can, be done about it. Future research ought to seek to 

replicate this finding, perhaps by having partners rate each others' levels of involvement 

iwid pleasamtness. 

Research question 4 concerned the impact that partners' interaction behaviors 

would have upon ratings of interaction typicality. Foster, Cap'ten, and Howe (1997) tbund 

that when individuals rated their partners as behaving atypically, it was more likely to 'be in 

the direction of using more validating behavior. They concluded that perhaps it was easier 

for people to increase positive behavior than reduce negative behavior. Citing an 

impression management concern, they suggested that the "generation of more-than-typicaJ 

validating behawor radght be driven by the need to create a positive impression on the 

researcher" (p. 292). The results of this study fit with that interpretation. Specifically, 

there were opposite actor and partner eflects for the use of fellowship face. To the extent 

that individuals were Ibcused on feelings, they perceived the interaction as typical, but to 

the extent their partner emphasized teelings, they perceived the interaction as atypical. It 

is possible that individuals are aware of the central role of emotions in problemat ic 
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situations (Hlikaiisson & Montgomery, 2003), but are often underinotivated to explore 

feeUiigs outside of a context which specifically encourages such exploratioB. On the other 

hand, partner mvolvenrieiit and use of competence face were related to greater perceptions 

of typicality, 'lliis suggests that kdi'vidiials imy expect tlieir paitners to Ise involved and 

focused OB coping efForts dwing discussions of stressftil events. 

Limltathms 

Interpretation of fiidings must be balanced against a consicieratloii of tlie limits of 

the study. The first limitation concerns d.eniand characteristics that stem from the 

requirenients of the transactiooaJ approach. Tliat is, partners are assigned to roles of 

support seeker and support: provider, Wiiile this noakes it easier to sepjurate out roles for 

the purposes of coding and analysis, this conies at a price. As Pierce, Sarasoii, Sarson, 

Josqph, and Henderson (1996) state, "we have separated, specific supportive transactions 

irom the everyday fabric of relationships in which people mutually support each other as 

they cope with challenges that indirectly and directly impact themselves and each other" 

(p. 8). Ill other words, partners are constraked by the requirements of being good 

research participants (Snyderj 1992). For example, providers may be more emotioii-

focused than tliey normally would, wMJe seekers w.i{ talk about their proHeni, even if the 

partner is not the person who would nonnaliy be sought for support. Further, partners are 

unlikely to get up and leave, even if that is how they might respond to the situation in a 

private setting, xliod, they we confined to making oflers and suggestions rathei- than 

actually performing the behaviors then and there. This especially kis iinpjJcations for 

problem-focused copimg eioits. 
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The second limitation involves the sample. For one thing, the sample was stimll. a 

problem, conmnon in iBteraction studies. Although in some respects the satnple size was 

comparable to other interaction studies in the support literature^ in absi)l«te terms, the 

saiTiple size precluded an examination of potential influencmg factors such as sex, 

relationship status, and time period. Additioimlly, although eiivts were made to recruit a 

variety of individuals and couple types, the imjority of paiticipaots were Wiite, college-

aged, and not married. Fuially, a numtxir of relationships were marginally sigraficant, 

althowgh in hypothesi?fid directions. Thus, verification of some of the findings presented 

here awaits a more rigorous test. 

A tinii'd limitation concerns the Batiire of the problems selected for dfeciKsion. 

Participants were given choice over the event or situation they would 'Ibe discussing, which 

resulted in a variety of different problems being addressed. Some of these problems likely 

reflect enduring role strains or chronic stressful situatioiis (e.g., a parent's chronic illness), 

while others are likely to 'be more fleeting in nature (e.g., problems with an advisor). 

Given the small size of the sample, it was not feasible to explore this distinction, as it may 

have impacted appra.isals and interaction behavior. Yet it seems reasonable to conclude 

that the nature of the problem is an importaot variable that may impinge upon coping 

efforts, including rektionship-focused coping eflbrts. 

A final limitation is a function of the stage of development of the FISCS, In. an 

eftbrt to bolster reliability, strict parallelism could not be maintained betweeiii the two 

versions of the scheme. f3espite this step, reliabilities for autonomy fiice remained 

somewhat low,, which is likely to lead to an attenuation of ob8e,rved relationshiops. 
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Additionally, there was a. collinearity problem for the provider, but oot the seeker, (jiven 

the siiiall sample size and the small iiuiiiber of coders employed, it is preiitatiire to make 

any strong conclusions abt)ut the ultimate fbnn of the coding scheme. Certainly, the 

scheme seems to be a promising avenue for liitui-e research on supportive communication. 

However, it niay prove necessary to modify some of the items, eliminate the total mimter 

of items, or alter the manner in wMch coders use the scheme. For example, rather than, 

have a pair of coders evaluate each person, it may prove efficaeious to have pairs of 

coders for each type of face. If the provider multicoOiiiearity problem remained, it would 

suggest that providers who use one type offacework truly do tend to employ others. 

Concluskms and Future Directiom 

The results of the present investigation are promising and warrant further 

exploration and study. It seems eleai" that lacework is a viable approach to the study of 

support:ive corraminicatioiL Even if the FISCS does not prove to be commonly employed, 

the facework perspective reinforces two long-held but undertested suppositions of the 

support paradigm. First, during actual interactions, partners engage in both problem- and 

emotion-focused discussions of coping. Second, dilemmas of support result in partners 

'being dilfeentially sensitive and responsive to their roles. ITie present study also supports 

the finding that both partners contribute to the outcomes of a social support interaction. 

In fact, these resuJt.s suggest that the strongest predictor of satisfaction and perceived 

provider helpfulness was one's own use of lacework, specifically fMlowship face. Fut ure 

studies should continue to employ techniques such as the APIM: to fully capture the 

.interdependent nature of supportive transactions. 
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Finally, the fiiKliiigs of this stiidy suggest that supportive commuBication has 

differential impact upon perceptwiis ol" the interaction and one's paitner compared to 

appraisals of the problem. That is, whereas use of facework resulted in more positive 

perceptions of tie interactioo, and one's partner, it also resulted in greater appraisals of 

problem stressftifcess and uiicontrollabiiity, Ckrk (1993) argued that talking about a. 

stressful situation, can result in a broadening of perspectives and a sense of coherence 

based on, ciarifying aod organizing one's thoughts imd feelings. II is possible that this 

process takes time, and therefore, the beneficial effects in te,mis of reappraisal take time to 

manifest themselves. Future research should include an expanded measure of reappraisals, 

which wouid include questions about the processes Clark prop<,)ses. Additionally, 

longitudinal studies should be utilized, where,in, partners are surveyed a week or two after 

the interaction. The view of social siippo,rt as coping assistance (Thoits, 1986) a,nd 

tacilitated reappraisal (Burleson & Goldsmith, 1998) .remains a prominent 

co.nceptiiafeation of Ae cons'tru,ct. llie present results offer tantalizing avenues for future 

research to empirically verily this conceptualization. 
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NOTES 

1. When reviewing the videotapes, coders were instriicted to turn, the sound down but not 

off. la order to get a sea« of the vocalic aspects of conversational invoivemeitf. Thus, 

although an attempt was made to isolate coiiummication mediiiim through use of audio 

tapes for the "verbal" component and videotapes for the "nonverbal" component, tkit 

attempt was not entirely siiccessfiil and ratings reieet ainie .level of coiitainiiiation. For 

example, coders rating the audiotapes would still have access to vocalics. Additionally, 

providing a context for coders to make nieaiiingful inferences requires that even when 

coding one iiiteractant, tliey are still exposed to the behaviors emitted by the partner. 

These finiitations arc common to observational studies and must be borne in ftiind when 

interpreting results. 

2. Staadard multiple regression allows for the calculatioo of eflect size estiimtes such as 

power and R". Given the manner in which the APIM partitioos varimice, there is no 

straightfomard way of calculating power. However, some feeling for the power of the 

analyses can. be obtained by preseiititig power estimates for the bivariate correlations 

(Chris Segrin, pe.rsonal, conimiuiicatioa, December 8,2003). .For sample size of 70, 

Cohen (1988, Table 3.3.5, pp. 92-93) reports power values for correlations of .20. .30, 

.40, and .50 as rao.ging betwee.n .38-.39, .71-.73, .93-.94, and .99-395, respectivefy. The 

use of maxitniiBi likelihood estimation, as opposed to least squares, idso renders .R^ 

problematic 'because total variance can change with the a.d.dit.toii of predictor variables 

(Niall Bolger, personal comntuiiication., Jaiiuaiy 3,2004). 

3. Note the fb.lIowiiig sample sizes: 30 (Cutrona & Suhr, 1992, 1994); 60 (Pasch & 
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Bradbuiy, 1998; Pascli, Bradbury, & Davito, 1997; Pasch, Braclbur)', & Sullivan, 1997); 

86 (Guruiig, Saraso.0, & Sarasori, 1997); 93 (Cutrona, Hessling, & Suhr, 1997); 93 

(Collins & Feemey, 2000). 
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APPENDIX A 

RECRUITMENT SPEECH 

Discttssioa of Pe»o«ai Issues Between Relational Partiaera 

Hello, my name is Nathan Miczo, and I am here today to ask for your participatwn in a research 
study. Basically, we are kx>king at how males and females discuss personal issues in their 
relationships. Approximately 100 couples are being recruited for this study. Recruitment includes 
both Western Illinois University students,, as well as (xmples from the surrounding community. 

Ill order to participate in this study, you must oieet the following recpirenients: (a) participants 
must be in a relationship with a mmtber of tl« opposite sex, (b) participa»rts roust have been in that 
relationship exclusively for at least six months, (c) botli members of the couple must be at least 18 
ycsars of age. 

Your participation in this project is completely volimtary, and should you choose to participate, 
you are free to withdraw at any time. If you agree to participate, you and your ciirreiit partner will 
be asked to discus-s a personal event or situation that one of you has that is oot a source of conflict 
in the relationship. This discussion, will be videotaped and all partieipants will ha:veto fill out 
questionnaires prior to the discussion and after the di.sciissio(ii. 

The study aMisists of two parts. In Part I, you will be given an envelope corstaining two sets of 
questionnaires, one for you aad one for your partner. The questionnaires should take you about 30 
minutes to complete. Approximately one week later, you and your partner will bring the completed 
questionnaires with you to Memorial Hall, room 304-E. At that time, you will engage in a 10 
minute interaction with your partner, as well as corrsplete some additional questionnaires. The 
second part of the study should take approximately 30 minutes. 

You and your pa r̂tner will be compensated for your participation. Should you choose, you will 
have an opportunity to donate this compensation to a charitable organization. 

If you meet the requireiments for the .stud>' and you are interested in participating, please fill out one 
of the forms and return it to nie. 

Thank you. 
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APPENDIX B 

ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE STUDY 

HETEROSEXUAL COljPI.ES WANTED 

to participate in a study examinHig how heterosexual people discuss permml 
issues with their relational partners. 

In order to participate in this study, you must: mat the following rapirements: {a) 
participants must be in a relationship with a member of the opposite sex, (b) 
participants must have been in that relationship exclusively for at least six months, 
(c) both members of the couple must: be at least 18 years of age. 

The study consists of two parts. In Part I, you and one for your partner wilt 
complete a series of questionnaires, which should take about 30 minutes. 
Approximately one week later, you and your partner will engage in a 10 minute 
interaction where one of you discusses a stressfiil event or .situation that is not a 
source of conflict in your relationship, as well as complete some additional 
questionnaires. The second part, of the study should take approximately 30 
mimifes. 

WHERE: For Part 1, questionnaire will be mailed to you to complete on your own. The 
interaction in Part II will take place at Western Illinois University, Department of 
Communication, Memorial Hall room 304-E. 

WHEN: Interactions will be made by appointment and scheduled at your convenience. 

* You and your partner will be cornpensatoi for your participation. Should you choose, you will 
have an, opportunity to donate tliis compensation to a charitable organization. 

If you meet the rtjquirements for the study and you are interested in participating, please contfict 
Nathan Miczo at (309) 298- i 109 for more information. 

WHY: 

WHO: 

WHAT: 
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APPENDIX C 

DEMOGRAPHIC QIJESTIONNAIRE 

INSTRUCTIONS: Please tell us some tnformation about yourself. These deraographic questions 
are only used to divide our participants into groups. Your answers will be kept confidential 

1. What is your age (to the nearest year)? yews 

2. What is your gender? (1) male (2) female 

3. Which of the foTlowiiig BEST describes your ethnic or racial background (check only one 
res|X)nse)? 

(1) Asian/Pacific Islander 

J2) Black/African Amefican 
(3) Hispanic/Latin American 

Native American 
(5) White/Caucasi.!!! 
(6) Other: 

4. Which of the following best describes your current educational background (check only 
oae response)? 

(1) Less than high school graduate 
(2) High school graduate 
(3) Some college or vocational education 
(4) 2-year college graduate 
(5) Pursoing 2-year college degree 
(6) Freshman piirsiiing 4-yeai* college degj'ee 

Sophomore pursuing 4-year college degree 
(8) Junior pursuing 4-year college degree 

„_„(9) Senior pursuing 4-year college degree 
(10) 4-year college graduate 

..̂ (11) Post-graduate aliicatioa 

INSTRUCTIONS: Next, please tell us about your rdationshlp with your current partner (i.e., your 
boytiiend/girlfrieiid, spouse, etc.) 

5. We tia.ve known each other for: years and months 

6. We ha,¥e been a couple for: ___ years and months 

7. Friends and faiiiiiy view myself and niiy partner as a "ajuple"; 
Tree False Unsure 
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8. I would classify Hiy relationship with my partner as (check only one response): 

(1) CasuaSfy datiHg 
(2) Seriously dating 

_______ (3) Engaged to be married 
(4) Married 

INSTRUCTIONS: For «I.C1J statement, please circle a 1,2,3,4, or 5 depending on the extent to 
which you agree or disagi*ee with the statement about your current partner and retationship. A 1 
means you strongly diKigree, a 5 means you strongly agree. If you are neutral or unsure, circle a 
3. 

Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

9. Everything considerat, I am very happy 1 2 3 4 5 
in my relationship, 

10. We have a g(XKi relationship. 1 2 3 4 5 

11. My relationship with my partner is 1 2 3 4 5 
ver>' stable. 

12. Our relationship is strong. 1 2 3 4 5 

13. My relationship with my partner makes 12 3 4 5 
me happy. 

14. I really feel like part of a team with 1 2 3 4 .5 
my partner. 
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APPENDIX D 

PHASE I QUESTIONNAIRE COVER SHEET 

DISCUSSION or PERSONAL ISSUES BETWEEN RELATIONAL PARTOEES 
PAET I 

On the following several pages are 99 questions concerning your expectations 
for how your partner should behave in your relationship, your thoughts and 
feelings about your partner and youi' current relationship, and your 
perceptions about some specific behaviors that might describe yoiir partner. 
The last section of tiiie questionnaire will ask you some background 
infomation about yourself and your relationship with your current partner. 

1. Please read all instructions and all items carefully. Although some of 
the items may seem similar to one another, please respond to all questions 
without referring back to previous answers. 

2. Please answer all questions honestly. The data will be most accurate and 
useful if you respond to all items truthfully. Also, when you have finished, 
please double check and, make sure that you have responded to each and 
every question. All of your responses are completely confidential and your 
name will not be associated with your questionnaire. 

3. Please complete the questionnaire in one sitting. Research suggests 
that peoples' moods, how much time they spend thinking about something, 
and the level of distraction in their environment can influence how they 
respond to questionnaires. It is important that, if possible, you choose a quiet 
spot where you can complete the questionnaire in one sitting without 
distraction or interruption. 

4. Please do not share your responses with your partner. We are 
interested in the relationship between your responses and your behavior in the 
interaction you will have with your partner. When partners discuss their 
answers prior to the interaction, it increases the possibility that what you 
know about your partner's answers might affect your behavior during the 
interaction. 
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5. When you have completed all sectifms of the ciniestionnaire, please 
returii it to the eivelope. Place both envelopes back in the large envelope 
and bring that with, you to Memorial Hail, room 304-E, Western Illinois 
University. 
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APPENDIX E 

SDBJltCT'S CONSENT FORM 

DISCUSSION OF PERSOMAl, ISSUES BETWEEN RELATIONAJ. PAMTNEKS 

I AM BEING ASKED TO READ THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL TO ENSURE THAT I AM 
INFORMED OF THE MATURE OF THIS RESEARCH STUDY AND OF HOW I WILL 
PARTICIPATE IN IT, IF I CONSENT TO DO SO. SIGNING THIS FORM: WILL INDICATE 
THAT 1 HAVE BEEN SO INFORMED AND THAT 1 GIVE MY CONSENT. FEDERAL 
REGULATIONS REQUIRE WRITTEN INFORMED CONSENT PRIOR TO 
PARTICIPATION IN THIS RESEARCH STUDY SO THAT I CAN KNOW THE NATURE 
AND RISKS OF MY PARTICIPATION AND CAN DECIDE TO PARTICIPATE OR NOT 
PARTICIPATE IN A FREE AND INFORMED MANNER. 

PURPOSE 

I am being invited to participate vokiiitarily in the above-titled research project. The purpose of this 
project is to exafsiine how Midividuals discuss personal issues with their relational lartners. 

SELECTION CWTEEIA 

1 am being invited to partidpate because 1 am at least 18 years of age and I have been involved, with ray 
current opposite-sex relationship partner for at least 6 months. Approximatety 200 subjects (100 couples) 
will be enrolled in this study. 

PROCEDUEES 

Ifl agree to participate, I will be asked to consetrt to the following: I wilJ be asked to complete a series of 
questionnaires coRcerning my relationship, my partner and my partner's behavior, as well as background 
information on myself. My partner will also complete these questionnaires. These questionnaires should 
take about half an hour to complete. Approximately a week later, I and niy partner will report to the 
I3epartmeiit of Communication, Memorial Hafl room 304-E, Western lOinois University. I will be asksd 
to recall a recent stxess&l eveot or situation that is not a source of conflict in my relationship with my 
partner. I will then engage in a 10-mimrte interaction with my paitBer where oae of iis discusses our 
stressful event or situation with the other, which wili be videotaped. Following this, I will compJetc m 
additional questionnaire concerning the interactiotj I just had with my partner. ITie second part of the 
study shoyld take about half an hour to complete. 

RISKS 

Because I may lie a.?ked to telk about a recent stressful event or situation with my partner, I may 
experience some psychological discomfort. If this happens, I can talis, to the Principal Investigator. I may 
refuse to answer any questions that 1 wish and can discontiraie my participation at anytime. 

BENEFITS 

There are no direct benefits to roe sis a result of roy participatim. However, my participation will 
contribute to a kidy of knowledge concefiiiing interactions between relational partners. 
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CONFIDENTIALITY 

In order to ensure confidentiality, only an identification number will be asstwiated with my questionnaires. 
The only person who will have acc«ss to this idenf:ifi,cat5on number and to my qiiestioimaires is the 
Principal Investigator, TMathau Miczo. The interaction between my partner and myself will be videotaped 
and. these vicle0t3.pes will be viewed by trained coders. Therefore, coaiplete confidentiality cannot be 
guaranteed. No identifs'ing inforniafion, such as iny name, will be associated with the videtJtepe. 

PARTICIPATION COSTS AND SUBJECT COMPENSATION 

The costs of my involvemmt in this project include my time (approxituatety I hour) and travel to the 
university. To compensate me tor tfnese costs, I will receive ten dollars ($10.00) at the end of the study 
period. Should I choose, I will have an opportunity to donate this money to a charitable organization. 

CONTACTS 

I can obtain further intbrmation from the principal investigator Natlmn Miczo, Ph.D. can,didate, at (309) 
298-1109. If i have questions concerning my rights as a research subject, I may «>l! the University of 
Arizona Hiiman Subjects Committos Offi,ce at (520) 626-6721, or the Western Illinois University 
Institutional Review Board at (309) 298-1191. 

AUTHORIZATION 

BEFORE CMVING MY CONSENT BY SIGNING THiS FORM, THE METHODS, 
INCONVENrENCES, RISKS, AND BENEFITS HAVE BEEN EXPIAINED TO ME AND .MY 
QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED. 1 MAY ASK QUESTIONS AT ANY TIME AND 1 
AM FREE TO WITHDRAW FROM THE PROJECT AT ANY TIME WITHOUT CAUSING 
BAD FEELINGS. MY PARTICIPATION IN THIS PROJECT MAY BE ENDED BY THE 
INVESTIGATOR FOR REASONS THAT WOULD BE EXPLAINED. NEW INFORMATION 
DEVELOPED DURING THE COURSE OF THIS STUDY WHICH MAY AFFECT MY 
WHXINGNESS TO CONTINUE IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT WIIX BE GIVEN TO ME 
AS IT BECOMES AVAILABLE. THIS CONSENT FORM WILL BE FILED IN AN AREA 
DESIGNATED BY THE HUMW SUBJECTS COMMITTEE WITH ACCESS RESTRICTED 
TO THE PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, NATHAN MICZO, OR AUTHORIZED 
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE COMMUNICATION DEPARTMENT. IIX) NOT GIVE UP 
MY LEGAl.. RIGHTS BY SIGNING THIS FORM. A COPY OF THIS SIGNED CONSENT 
FORM: WIL,L BE GIVEN TO ME. 

Subject's Signature Date 

INVESTIGATOR'S AFFIDAVIT 

I have carefolly explained to the subject tlie nature of the above project I hereby certify that to the 
best of my knowtedge the person who is signing this consent form understands clearly the nature. 



demands, benefits, and risks involved m his/her participation and his/her signature is valid. A 
medical problem or language or educational barrier has not precluded this understanding. 

Signature of investigator Date 
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„4I»PENDi:X F 

DEBRIEFING FORM 

Summary of the Stiidv 

The study in which you just participated was designed to examine social swppori in coupliss. Tt«e 
main focus of this investigation centered on how one partner provides social support to the other 
when that person is discussing an event or situation that might be personally stressful. 

During Part I of this study, participants re|,)orted on their fclings of attachment to Aeir partner, 
their expectatiotss for how their partner should behave, and their perception of how their partner 
actually does behave. This itiforffiatkm win allow us to coinparehow you actually tehaved duritig 
the videotaped support discussion with your prior expectations and perceptions and will allow us to 
determine whether or not these prior experiences influenced your behavior during the videotaped 
support discussion. 

During Part II of this study, both participants were ask®J to describe and rate a recent stressful 
event or situation that was not a source of conflict or tension in their relationship. Then, one 
participant was randomly selwted. to talk about his or her went/situation for 10 minutes, while her 
or his partner was instructed to behave as he or she normally would during such a conversation. 
Following this, we asked, each participant to describe and rate the event or situation that the 
support seeker had just talked about. This will allow us to determine the extent to which partners 
perceive issues similarly. We also sought to determine whether behavior during the support 
discussion was related to satisfaction with the discussion. We feel that it is important to study 
these types of discussions because understanding the processes underlying this will assist us in 
gaining a clearer picture of how partners support each other when discussing issues that are not 
problems with the relationship itself. 

We hope that you did not suffer any ill efFects from cooperating with our instructions. Plea.se feel 
free to discuss any concerns that you might have with the researcher before you leave today. 
Additionally, you are urged, to contact a counselor if you feel that you and/or your partner need to 
divscuss your personal event or situation more fully. 

Finally, because the study is still hi progress, we ask that vou do not discuss any aspcct of this 
esperimait with other potential participants. It is very important that all participants behave as 
naturally as possible; prior knowledge miglit change their behavior. If asked, you .should simply 
answer that participation involved discussing a personal issue with your partner and completing a 
set of questionnaires. If you have any fiirther questions atout the study, please ask the researcher. 

Future lise of Videotape 

The videotaped record of your discussion will be observed by trained coders in the future to 
determine the type of communication behaviors you and your partner exhibltaf during the 
discussion. 
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Consent to Use Videotape for Ccxiina of C'omimtnkation Beha.viars 

It would be greatly appreciataJ if you WOMICI allow us to use your videataped interaction for future 
coding. Specifically, if you agree, your videtJiape will be analyzed by trained coders who will rate 
t»th the verbal and nonverbal eletnents of yowr discussion. The coders will be instriscted about 
your rights to privacy. Tlie V!dec5ta,pes will not have your nantes on them and the ctxlm will not be 
allowal to discuss your videotape with anyone else. It shoukl be inot«i that both parties must give 
the same deg!*ee of consent or else tlie more restrictive consent will be used (e.g., if you give 
consent to use the vidortape, but your partner gives consent to use the audio portion, then only the 
audio portion will be used for coding). 

- Yes, you may use my -videotafje for ccxiisg purfxxses. 

You may use the audio portion for codi'og purposes, but not the videt) portion. 

No, you may not use my vidatitape for coding purposes. 

Participante's Signature Date 

Investigator's Sigaature Date 
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APPENDIX G 

PRE-INTEKACTION APP,fUJSALS MEASURE 

INSTRUCTIONS: Please describe a recent personality stressful went or situation. The situation 
you select should not be a source of conflict in your relationship. In order to ensure this, please 
adhere to the following guidelines: (1) You do not blame your partner tor the event/situation; and, 
(2) the event/situation is not som,ethir)g over which yoit and your partner have arp.ed in the past. 
(Please refer to the following page ,if yow are having trouble thinking of an event/situation.) 
Following the brief deseription, you will be asked to rate tlie event/situation on sweral scales. 
PLEASED COMPLETE ALL ITEMS. 

1 .  

This event/situation is... 

Not ver)' stressful 1 

Under my control 1 

Very important I 

Something I cannot 1 
affect 

Not %'ery upsetting i 

Not very plea,sant 1 

Something 1 can 1 
manage 

I have discussed this evert 

Very little I 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

,ion with my partner ... 

2 3 4 5 

Very stressfi,il 

Not under iny control 

Not very important 

Someth,ing I can affect 

Very upsetting-

Very pleasant 

Somelhing I cannot manage 

Very much 
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APPENDIX H 

LIST OF STRESSFUL LIFE EVENTS 

Below is a list of events/sitiiations that have been found to be 
personally stressful. 

1. SCHOOl. (e.g., started or finished school, failed a course, 
changed sdiools). 

2. HOME (e.g., move to a better or worse neighborhood, move to a 
different town, change in living conditions). 

3. FAMILY (e.g., serious injury or illness, death of a friend or 
family member, divorce in the family). 

4. WORK AND FINANCE (e.g., toss of job or start of new job, 
change in work responsibilities, trouble with boss or co-worker). 

5. LEGAL (e.g., dealing with court system, or motor vehicle 
division, loss or damage to personal property). 

6. OTHER (e.g., change in relationship with a neighbor, major 
decision regarding the fiitiire, community crisis). 
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APPENDIX I 

POST-INTEIUCTION Al'PRAlSALS M,EASURE - SEEKfiR 

INSTRUCTIONS: Please briefly describe and re-rate the event/situation that you Just discussed 
with your partner. 

L 

This event/situation is ... 

Not ver>' stressful I 

Under my coitfrol I 

Very important 1 

Something I cannot 1 
affect 

Not very upsetting 1 

Not very pleasant I 

Something I can 1 
manage 

2 .1 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

Very stressfui 

Not under my control 

Not very important 

Something I can aficct 

Very upsetting 

Veiy pleasant 

Something! cannot manage 



APPENDIX J 

POST-INTERACTION APPRAISALS MEASURE - PROVIDER 

.INSTRUCTIONS: Please briefly describe and rate the eveat/situatlon that your pa.i1ner just 

discussed with you, 

1. , .... „ „ 

For my partner, this event/situation is ... 

"Not veiy stressfol 1 2 3 4 5 Very stressful 

Under his/her control 1 2 3 4 5 Not utider his/lier control 

Veiy important ! 2 3 4 5 Not very sniport"aiit 

Something he^sJie .! 
caanot affect 

0 3 4 5 Something he/she can affect 

Not very upsetting J 2 3 4 5 Very upsetting 

Not very pleasant I 2 3 4 5 Very pleasant 

Something ,he/sfie 1 
can imnage 

2 3 4 5 Something he/she cannot 
manage 
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APPENDIX K 

CODING SHEET FOR TYPE OF P.ROBLEM 

Coder; Dyad: 

_____ Agetitic problem (focus on action; goal involves greater effica.cy, competence, or mastery) 

Communal problem, (focus on relationships; goal involves feeling more connected, loved, or 
accqjted) 

Other type of problem (unable to classify): 

Coder Dyad: 

1. SCHOOL (e.g., started or finished scbool, failed a course, changed schools). 

2. HOME (e.g., move to a better or worse neighborkx,)d, move to a ditlerent town, change 
in living conditions). 

3. FAMILY (e.g., serious injur}' or illness, death of a friend or family member, divorce in 
the family). 

4. WORK AND FINANCE (e.g., loss of job or start of new job, change in work 
responsibilities, trouble with boss or coworker). 

5. LEGAL (e.g., dealing with court system or motor vehicle division, loss or damage to 
personal property). 

6. OTHER (e.g., change in relationship with a neighbor, major decision regarding the 
fiiture, community crisis). 

C<Kler: Dyad; 

How serious is the problem for the seeker? (I.e., how much is at stake for the seeker?) 

Not very serious I 2 .3 4 5 Very serious 
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.APPENDIX l. 

COM,MUNICAi:iON SATISFACTION MEASURE 

INSTRUCT ION S: Below are a series of statements about the discussion you iiist fin,isl»ed. I'or 
each, please circ,!e a 1,2,3,4, or 5 deperidi,ng on tlie extent to which you agree or disagree that 
ea,ch statement describe your discussion with your partner. A 1 means you strongly disagree, a 5 
means you strongly agree. I.f you are neutral or wiisure, circle a 3. PLEASE COMPLET'E ALL 
ITEMS. 

.1 Strongly disagree 
2 =• Dfsa,gree 
3 = Neither agree nor disagree 
4 = Agree 
5 = St(,-o«gly agree 

L My partner let me know that J was comrounicatiog 1 2 3 4 5 
eftectively. 

2. Noth.ing was accomp.!i.shed. (R) 1 2 3 4 5 
3. l would like to have another conversation like 1 2 3 4 5 

this one. 
4. My partner genuinely wanted to get to know me. 1 2 3 4 5 
5. I was very dissatisfied with the coiwersation. (R) I 2 3 4 5 
6. 1 had something else to do. (R) 1 2 3 4 5 
7. 1 felt that during the conversation, 1 was able to I 2 3 4 5 

present myself as 1. wanted my partner to view me. 
8. My partner showed, me that he/she understood 1 2 3 4 5 

what I said. 
9. 1 was ver>'- satisfied with the conversation. 1 2 3 4 5 
10. My partner expressed a lot of interest in what I 2 3 4 5 

1 had to say. 
IL I did NOT enjoy the conversation. (R.) 1 2 3 4 5 
12. My partner did NOT provide support for what 1. 2 3 4 5 

h&'she was saying. (R) 
13. 1 felt 1 could talk about anything with my partner. 1 2 3 4 5 
1.4. We each got to say what we wanted. 1 •J 3 4 5 
15. I felt we could laugti easily together. 1 2 3 4 5 
16. The conversation flowed smoothly. 1 2 3 4 5 
17. My partner changed the topic when, his/her 1 2 3 4 5 

feding.s were brought into the conversation, (R) 
18. My partner freciueiitly said things which added 1 2 3 4 5 

little to the conversation. (R.) 
19. We talked about sooiething I was NOT interested 1 2 3 4 5 

.in. (R.) 



APPENDIX M 

HELPFULNESS MEASURE 

Helpfulness items for the support seeker 

1. My partner uoderstaiids me and my rote in 
this refatioiiship. 

2. ,1 have lousy feelings when dealing with my 
partner. (R) 

3. My partner really understtwd my teelings about 
this problem. 

4. I feel as if I am on the same wavelength as 
my partner. 

5. My partner does not understand how! think. (R) 
6. My partner has a. lot of knowledge about how 

1 need to make decisions. 
7. My partner seemal, to feel what 1 needed when 

we talked about my problem. 
8. My partner always understood my personal needs. 
9. My partner was helpful in the discussion of 

my problem. 
10. I, don't think ray partner's contribution was 

helpfiil to me. (R) 

Helpfulness items for the support provider 

t. t understand my partner and his/her role in 
this relationship. 

2. My partner has lousy folings when dealing with 
roe. CR) 

3. I really understood my partner's feelings about 
her/his problem. 

4. My partner feels as if 1 am on the same wavelength 
as him/her. 

5. I do not understand how my partners thinks. (R) 
6. 1 have a lot of knowledge about how my partner 

needs to make decisions. 
7. I felt what my partner nealed, when we talkeii 

about her/hi.s problem. 
8. I always understood my partner's personal needs. 
9. I was helpful in the discussion of my partner's 

problem, 
10. I thiiik ray contribution was helpful to my partner. 
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APPENDIX N 

TYPICALITY MEASURE 

rNSTRlICTIONS'. The following questions are designed to assess your reacttons aaul igipressioas 
of tlie discussion yoii just flnishrf with your partner. For each statement, please circle a !, 2, 3, 4, 
or 5 deiwidiiig on the extent to which you agriee or disagree that each statement descrites your 
discussion with your partner. A 1 means yom strongly disaf/<», a 5 means you strongly agree. If 
you are neutral or unsure, circle a 3. PLEASE COMPLETE Ali,,. ITEMS. 

1 = Strongly disagree 
2 = Disa.gree 
3 ™' Neither agi'ee nor disagree 
4 == Agree 

5 - Strongly agree 

1. Overaii, the disciissioni we just had is typical of the 
way we interact when we have these kinds 
of conversations. 

2. We have had conversations similar to tliis before. 
3. My partner treatai .me as he/she iisiialiy does during 

discussioRS of this sort. 
4. My partner communicated diifhrmtly than he/she 

usually does during these kinds of interactions. (R) 
5. My partner's body language was similar to the way 

he/she generally acts in these types of conversations. 
6. We did NOT act the way we usually do because of 

the video camera. (R) 
7. We changed the way we comfiiunicate with each otlier 

becayse this was a "public" sitiiatioa. (R) 

[ 2 .1 4 5 

I 2 .3 4 5 
12 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

J 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

12 3 4 5 
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APPENDIX O 

FACE INTE,RACT10N SlIPPOET CXIDING SCHEME - PROVIDER VERSION 

Coder: Person: 
Dyad: Titne Period: 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Provider: 

Feliowsh'tp Face 

1. Condemns the feelings of the seeker. I 

2. Chalfenges the legitimacy of the seeker's feelings. 1 

3. Ignores the feelings being experienced by the sesker 1 
(e.g., tells seeker to "forget" about t!w situation, or how the 
seeker shouU feel about the situation). 

4. Attempts to divert the seeker's attention from the 1 
distressfii! situation and the feelings arising from that situation. 

5. Acknowledges the seeker's feelings, but does not attempt 1 
to help tlie seeker understand why those feelings are being 
experienced or how to cope with theni. 

6. Provides a nonfeling-centered explanation of the situation I 
intended to reduce the seeker's distressed emotional state 
(often includes references to mitigating circumstances). 

7. Explicitly recognizes and acknowledges the seeker's 1 
feelings, but provides only truncated explanations of these 
feelings (often coupled, with attempts to "remedy" the situation). 

8. Provides an elaborated acknowledgment and explanation 1 
of the se«ker's feelings. 

9. Helps the gain a |?erspective on his/her feelings 1 
(e.g., attempts to help the seeker s« these feelings in relation 
to a briMder context or the feelings of others). 

Competence Face 

1. Ridicules the efforts of the seeker to handle the situation. 1 

Support Provider (On L,eft) 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

Strongly 
Agree 

5 

5 

5 

6 

6 

6 

7 

7 

7 



2. Expresses blunt disapproval of the way the seeker is 
tondling the silimtioii. 

3. Expresses disapproval of part(s) of the way the seeker is 
handling the situation. 

4. Implies that the s«ker is not doing eiiou î to handle 
the situation. 

5. Suggests that the seeker could do a better Job handling 
the situation. 

6. Attempts to trivialize the situation. 

7. Expresses approval of some aspects of how the seeker is 
handling the situation (without understating the problem). 

8. Expresses approval of how the seeker is handling 
the situation (with miniraizatioo of the problem). 

9. Expresses admiration of how the seeker is handling 
the situation without any reservation. 

Aytonomv Face 

1. Demands that the seeker adopt his/her perspective or 
solution to the situation. 

2. States his/her desire as to how the seeker should handle 
the situation. 

3. Advises the seeker as to how he/she should handle 
the situation. 

4. Makes requests as to how the seeker should, handle the 
situation in the forai of direct que.stions or statemeots 
(e.g., using words like "can"). 

5. Asks questions to elicit ir»fonnation from the seeker 

6. Makes requests as to how the seeker should handle the 
.situation which are indirect or phrased as possibilities for 
the .seeker to comider (eg, using words like "amkf), 

7. Provides suggestions that allow the seeker the opportunity 
to volunteer ways to handle the situation. 



8. States wliat he/she can or is willing lo do witlioirt implying i 
that the seeker has to accept the offer, 

9, Oflfers to share the responsibility for coming up with ways I 
to handle the situation. 
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APPENDIX P 

FACE INTERACTION SUPPORT CODING SCHEME - SEEKBR VERSION 

Coder: Person: Support Seeker (On Right) 
Dyad: Time Period; I 2 

Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

Seeker: 

Fellowship Face 

1. CoiidiTOns Ms.'her own feelings. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2. Questions} the legitimacy of his/her own feelings. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3. Ignores his/her own feelings (e.g., tells provider to "forget" 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
about the situation, or how tliey should fcl about the situation). 

4. Attanpts to divert the attention from the situation I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
and the feelings arisiog from that situation. 

5. Acknowledges his/iier own leelings, but does not attempt 12 3 4 5 6 7 
to help the provider understand why those feelings are being 
experienced or how to cope with them. 

6. Provides a noafeeling-centered explauation of the situation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
iiiteoded, to reduce distressed emotional states 
(often includes references to mitigating circumsfcinces). 

7. Explicitly recognizes and acknowledges his/her own 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
feelings, but provides ouly truncated explanations of these 
feelings (otten coupled with attempts to "remedy" the situation). 

8. Provides an elaborated acknowledgment and explanation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
of his/her own feelings. 

9. Helps the provider gain a perspective on his/tser own 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
feelings (e.g., attempts to help the provider see these feelings 
in relation to a broader context or the feelings of others). 

Competence Facc 

I. Belittles his/her efforts to handle the situation. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 



2. Expresses biunt disapproval of the way he/she is haiidliiig 1 
the situation. 

3. Expresses disapproval of part(s) of the way he/she is J 
handting the situation. 

4. Implies that he/she is not doing enough to handle the 1 
situation. 

5. Suggests, that he/she could do a better job handling the 1 
situation. 

6. Attempts to trivialize the situation. 1 

7. Expresses approval of some aspects of how he/she is 1 
handiing the situation (without unclerstatiiig the problem). 

8. Expresses approval of how he/she is handling the 1 
situation (with rainiraization of the probleni). 

9. Expresses admiration of how he/she is handling 1 
the situation without any reservation. 

Autonomy Face 

1. Demands that the provider give his/her perspective or 1 
solution to the situation. 

2. States his/her desire as to how the provider should respond 1 
to the situation. 

3. Advises the provider as to how he/she should address 1, 
the situation. 

4. Makes requests as to how the provider should address 1 
the situation in the form of direct questions or statements 
(e.g., using words like "can"). 

5. Asks questions designed to elicit information from ! 
the provider. 

6. Makes requests as to how the provider should address I 
the situation which are iiidirisct or phrased as possibilities 
for the provider to consider (eg, using words like "a»ld"). 



7. Provides suggestions that allow the provider the 
opportunity to volunteer ways to address the situation. 

8. States what he/she can or is doing without implying 
that the pr€wider has to agree with the assessment. 

9. Offers to share the responsibility for coming up with 
ways to address the situation. 
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APPENDIX Q 

CODING SHEET FOR CONVERSATIONAI. INV0LVEM:ENT 

Coder; 
Dyad: 

Person: 
Time Period: 

L 
1 

R 
2 

ver)' iminvolved 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very involved 

very detached I 3 4 5 (} 7 very engaged 

very inexpfesslve 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very 
expressive 

very inattefitive 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 vei"y attentive 

very nonimmediate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very 
immediate 

very disfliient 1 2 3 4 5 6 y very fluent 

very unplea&mt 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very pleasant 

very imfriendly 1 2 3 4 5 6 very friendly 

very cold 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very warn 
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